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Abstract 
The purpose of this thesis is to explore how esport is governed and to investigate whether 

governance is an important factor in esports at the professional level. To do this, the methodology 

developed by Geeraert and co-authors (2014) and AGGIS are combined to create a checklist of 

governance indicators for esport. Focusing on the relationship between game publishers, event 

organisers, and esport organisations, a sample of thirteen esports and eleven event organisers are 

investigated and eight interviews are conducted to obtain industry knowledge directly. Main 

findings are that esport is governed either by the game publisher, event organiser, or a combination 

of both, and that currently governance have a limited impact on esport. The potential limitations of 

this thesis are the lack of diversity across interviewees and lack of game publisher willingness to 

participate. 
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Introduction 
”Forget football, the world’s fastest-growing sport is live video gaming. But increasingly its impact 

is proving harmful to those involved” (Hattenstone, 2017) 

 

Football is the world’s largest sport and esport is the world’s fastest growing sport, hence football 

has FIFA as their governing body but what about esport? Governing bodies are created to govern 

the sport, and Holden (2016, p. 99) further explains that “At the international and global level, 

governance is essential for decisions regarding the continued existence and functioning of sporting 

mega-events”. This quote by Holden (2016) describes the importance governance have received 

recently in relation to sports. Additionally, it indicates that if esport is growing fast and rising to the 

international and global level a governing body is essential for decisions regarding the future.  

 

Scandals in sports regarding harassment, match fixing, doping et. are many folds and have troubled 

the world of sports through out the years. Especially larger sports, have been troubled with a wide 

range of scandals from doping in cycling and athletics, to match fixing in baseball and corruption in 

Formula 1. Furthermore, even esport have seen multiple governance failures, where the most 

known case where four out five players on a Counter Strike: Global Offensive (CS:GO) were 

banned for match-fixing (Lewis, 2015). Having good governance can especially prove difficult in 

the world of sport given the complexity of multiple stakeholders and mixed relationships. The topic 

of governance in esport is a topic with barely any academic literature even though the biggest esport 

tournaments get over a million unique viewers, all of which online (Raven, 2016). Chao (2017) 

suggests a pan-esport governing body, however, what is actually the reality of the esport 

governance and how is it influential looking forward. Esport does not have one official governing 

body like most traditional sports, and due to the aforementioned scandal leads to this thesis’ 

problem statement: 

 

How is esport governed and is governance an influential element in esport? 
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Literature review 

What is Esport? 

Is it esports? Electronic-sport? e-sport? In 2017, the Associated Press (AP), a large and respected 

news organisation, put in a taskforce of six people to decide on the style of writing, as editors across 

the world were using different versions of the word (Darcy, 2017).  The outcome was that word 

esport was implemented in the AP Style book and that the word esport is applicable when referring 

to competitive multi athlete video gaming (Darcy, 2017).   
 

As the glossary is defined, what is esports? Karhulahti (2017) states that the first attempt to label 

this phenomenon was by Hemphill (2005, p. 199) where it was called Cybersport and defined as 

“alternative sport realities, that is, to electronically extended athletes in digitally represented 

sporting worlds”. Esports is often referred to in connection to video games, but there is an 

important distinction. Video gaming or just gaming is played electronically meaning that people use 

a console, computer or another piece of hardware to enter a virtual world. There are many types of 

games such as first person shooter (FPS), multi athlete online battle arenas (MOBA), real-time 

strategy games (RTS), etc., and some games are played individually where others are played in 

teams. There are thousands of different games on the market, but what makes a video game an 

esport is that it is played competitively (Wagner, 2006).  
 

Much of the academic literature surrounding esports concerns itself with whether esport is a sport or 

not. Similar to Suits (2007), Cunningham and co-authors (2018) a sport must have a physical 

activity, require skill, competitive, and stability, and institutional organisations. There is a general 

consensus that esport fulfil most of them, however, the debate continues to be focusing surrounding 

the physical element (Funk et al., 2018). Funk and co-authors (2018) find that esports has the 

physical element to become a sport, however, Hallmann and Giel (2018) find the opposite. Seo 

(2013, p. 1555) analyses esport in a marketing perspective, where esports is part of the experience 

economy and is a leisure activity by stating that esport is “conceptualised as a distinct segment of 

computer-game consumption, identified by the particular experience of competitive game play that 

immerse, education, entertain, and engage consumers in play”. 
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Even though esport is a sport or not, the interest and skill level in some of the esports have 

increased immensely. Some individuals and teams are so good at competing in an esport that they 

can make a living participating in esports tournaments and leagues (McTee, 2014). Esports is 

watched from all over the world and are filling out enormous stadiums. With the increased 

popularity, private companies, such as SAP, Intel, VISA are now starting to realise the potential in 

esports and have started investing heavily in sponsorships (Meola, 2018).   

 

Definitions of esports are manifold and currently keep developing. An early definition of esport was 

by Wagner (2007, p. 183), “an area of sport activities in which people develop and train mental or 

physical abilities in the use of information and communication technologies” - . Additionally, this 

definition is Jenny and co-authors (2016, p. 15) definition, which is more concrete “esports are 

organized video game competitions”. The definition chosen in this thesis is one that best fit the 

scope of the paper in terms of governance of professional esport and because esport in this thesis is 

viewed as a sport and a discussion will not be engaged of whether it officially can be recognised as 

a sport or not. “A computer game played in professional competitions, especially when it is watches 

by fans and broadcast on the Internet or on television” (Jin, 2010, p. 2). 

Commercialisation of Sport 

“The exchange of something for economic value” (Byers et. al, 2012, p. 7) is often general and 

broad description of commercialisation. It is described as the process whereby a service or product 

is evaluated in terms of its potential to secure economic value. Commercialisation of sport is 

defined as: “Commercialisation of sport is the process of exploiting a sports property for an 

economic return, usually through print and electronic media, advertising and marketing and 

promotion, within a mass market” (Reid & Mason, 2016, p. 25) 

 

The development of sports as businesses and towards commercialisation is in general seen in phases 

of revolution and evolution. The phases are often passed through chronologically after the 

foundation of the sport has been established and consists of foundation, codification, stratification, 

professionalisation, post-professionalisation, commercialisation and post-commercialisation 

(Beech & Chadwick, 2013).  
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There are three revolutionary phases, which includes codification, professionalisation and 

commercialisation and they are characterised by changes being for a short period of time and with a 

high degree of uncertainty in terms of transitioning to the next stage. The three evolutionary phases, 

which includes foundation, stratification and post-professionalisation distinguishes themselves 

from the revolutionary phases by taking time and working incrementally. The final stage of post-

commercialisation is not yet defined as revolutionary or evolutionary because the experience with 

sports that have reached this phase are relatively short, and there has been mixed results that suggest 

that at the moment it is dependent on the sport. The mixed results have been with regards to some 

sports having been very stable and slow in their progression within this stage and other sports have 

kept developing rapidly and with a degree of uncertainty in regards to direction (Beech & 

Chadwick, 2013). This is because of the uncertainty from the commercialisation stage, which 

derives mostly from the major revenues deriving from outside the sport, spills over on the 

subsequent stage and only enlarges their effect to be either devastating or blooming. 
 

 
Figure 1: Phases of Sport Development (Beech & Chadwick, 2013) 

Foundation 

This stage is often the longest in terms of time because just like a house or an argument has to be 

based on a strong foundation so has sports. If the foundation is weak one cannot build a long lasting 

house or commercialise a sport. The foundation stage is where the sport emerges and begins to take 

shape rising on traditions over a long period of time. 
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Codification 

Codification is sometimes also referred to as the formalisation stage (Pedersen, 2011). At this stage 

of the evolution the sport becomes formal. In this context formal refers to establishing the basis of 

the sport and beginning to standardise the competitive side of the sport. Leagues or tournaments 

form the organisational part of the sport. 

Stratification 

Typically, a governing body is founded or based on where the sport was invented when the sport is 

viewed in an international perspective. The sport grows and collaboration between leagues becomes 

a reality, and the competitive classifications are taking form with point systems or play offs that 

decided promotion and relegation. The sport is still in an amateur phase and it is primarily the 

settings surrounding the sports that evolve.    

Professionalisation 

Professionalisation is the first monetary phase in the commercialisation of sports. As the sport 

grows more popular with the public is translated into investments, and the beginning of exploiting 

the sport as a product that people are willing to pay to watch etc. This allows for payment to 

athletes, and possibly other actors involved, in the sport. Additionally the amateurs begin to become 

professional in terms of the possibility to live of their sporting activities. At this stage the sport is a 

mix of amateurs and semi-professionals with few beginning to be full time professionals. 

Post-Professionalisation 

At this stage, the professionalisation of the sport is complete. The top scene of the sport is set with 

professional athletes and possibly coaches, managers, staff etc. The amateur side of the sports still 

exists, however it is clearly separated from the professional side and typically in the form of junior 

or grassroots activities.  

Commercialisation 

With the professional stage set in the sport other external actors see opportunities to use the sport 

for their own gain, potentially as a marketing tool. This happens in the form of sponsorships of 

athletes called endorsement or of tournaments, leagues or organisations, which adds new layer of 

business to the sport. This typically translates in sports taking off to new altitudes and the financial 

aspects of the sports are brought up to new heights, which also implies tougher competition.   
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Post-commercialisation 

With very few sports reaching this stage, a clear definition of this stage has yet been settled. The 

effects of the commercialisation are still occurring and the landscape of the sport is becoming ever 

more depending on the outside interest and continued interest in order to evolve.   
 

In most cases, commercialisation has happened to sports that had already reached the professional 

stage in their development and most sports have followed the above sequence in their development. 

This framework of development will be used to analyse the development of esport and its origin. 

Additionally, it will provide insight into esports as a business, and to analyse how something 

promising like esports got translated into a stream of economic returns (Gans & Stern, 2003). This 

is important to understand in esport because it is the evolution and commercialisation of esport, 

traditional sports as well as corporations that makes governance relevant in terms of incorporating 

and analysing governance aspects.  

Governance 

As this thesis set out to research governance in esports, governance literature must be reviewed. 

Governance is a wide topic that is used in many situations, however, to reach a conclusion for the 

problem statement, elements of corporate governance and sports governance must be used. Many 

aspects of corporate and sports governance are intertwined and have the same foundation, but 

differences remain.  
 

Corporate governance is widely studied and many scholars and institutions have different 

definitions. In their book, Thomson and Conyon (2012) state that the definitions created depends on 

the situation of the stakeholder or shareholder. For example, Shleifer and Vishny (1997, p. 737) 

define corporate governance as “the ways in which suppliers of finance assure themselves of getting 

a return on their investment” and hence taking the perspective of the shareholder that has 

investment in a firm. OECD (2015) uses a more detailed definition and states that: “Corporate 

governance is the system by which businesses are directed and controlled. The corporate 

governance structure specifies the distribution of rights and responsibilities among different 

participants in the corporation, such as the board, managers, shareholders and other stakeholders, 

and spells out the rules and procedures for making decisions of corporate affairs.” Here, OECD 

(2015) mentions the role of stakeholders in governance, which is further supported by Tirole (2001, 
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p. 4) that states that “…managerial incentives and the design of control structure must account for 

their impact on the utilities of all stakeholders” and thus focusing on the important of stakeholder 

relationships. Despite the different definitions, corporate governance entails ownership, boards, 

rules, conflict of interest, accountability and increasingly ethics and CSR and applies to all types of 

firms and organisations (Thomson & Conyon, 2012). 
 

Szymanski and Ross (2007, p. 616) open their article stating that “A fundamental characteristic of 

modern sports is the adherence to a fixed set of rules. Rules imply governance(…)”. In sport, Beech 

(2004) states, that governance refer to the act and process of governing, but also the situation of 

which institution or firm that is the actual governing party. Beech (2004) continues to focus on the 

hierarchical forms of organisational governance, such as in football, where Federation 

Internationale de Football Association  (FIFA) is the international body, which has members 

consisting of regional and national organisations. However, he states that with the increased 

commercialisation of sport, good governance is needed to ensure fair play, and high ethical 

standards to counter corruption issues within sports. This is achieved by upholding effectiveness, 

transparency and accountability within the governing bodies of a sport (Beech, 2004). In addition to 

Beech (2004), O’Boyle (2017) finds that to achieve good sports governance, elements such as 

democracy, responsibility, equity and communication must also be achieved. The reason for 

O’Boyle’s (2017) democratic additions to good governance is that sports tend to non-profit 

organisations and that sports governance relies to a greater extend on an increasing number of 

stakeholders along with potential shareholders of a sporting organisation, a strong difference to 

corporate governance. Yet, governance elements such as agency theory remains crucial elements in 

sports governance (O’Boyle, 2017). 
 

However, why is governance important? Corporate governance intends to ensure good decision-

making in the allocation of scarce resources within an organisation (Thomsen & Conyon, 2012). 

Sadly, there are several instances where corporate governance mechanisms have failed, which have 

generated large costs for investors, e.g. the crack of Lehman Brothers and the corruption scandal 

within Enron (Thomsen & Conyon, 2012). But also sports subject of governance failures. Many 

sports have been connected with unethical behaviour, such as match-fixing, cheating, and even 

within FIFA (O’Boyle, 2011). This harms the integrity of a sport as sport is build on competition. 

Fair competition among contestants ensures and withholds integrity (Breuer & Kaiser, 2017). 
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Hence, the role of governance has a crucial role in organisations both in the corporate sector and 

sports sector. 

Agency Theory 

Agency theory is undoubtedly an important theory in corporate governance and it provides insights 

into world and human behaviour and can assist in understand corporate governance as well as sports 

governance (Thomsen & Conyon, 2012). Agency theory has not yet been applied to the world of 

esport but has by few scholars been applied on sport in general. Mason & Slack (2005) sought to 

put the emerging of sport management as an academic discipline together with the existing 

organisational theory of agency theory. They concluded that agency theory has many research 

applications for sport organisations and it can provide insights into many aspects in sports and on 

many levels. Brickell (2017) mentions the risks in esport and concludes that esport face a challenge 

to uphold integrity as an industry and a sport. The risk of losing integrity comes from rising and 

current threats within the industry such as conflicts of interest between stakeholders.  
 

The essence of agency theory is the relationship between stakeholders, and the problems that arise 

from situations where interests of stakeholders do not align. Agency problems begin when an 

organisation or individual, referred to as agent, does something for another organisation or 

individual referred to as principal, and this can take many forms. The relationship is one where the 

principal seeks to motivate the agent into acting in the principal’s best interest (Mason & Slack, 

2005). This relationship is often managed by a contract, which can take both physical and verbal 

form.  
 

Problems in the relationship arise when the agent does something in self-interest on behalf of the 

principal, because the agent has incentives and opinions of his or her own that do not align and are a 

disadvantage to the principal. The agent, acting out of self-interest, can be reluctant to do otherwise 

if he or she does not benefit fully from the decision, which is in the principal’s interest.  
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Agency theory has its foundation on key assumptions, which ultimately leads to three types of 

agency problems (Thomsen & Conyon, 2012): 

• Separation of agent and principal 

• Conflict of interest – self-interest – given that each stakeholder has their own utility function 

in the given situation 

• Agent and principal are rational and act rationally in their own self-interest 

• Information is asymmetric and the stakeholders are therefore not holding the same 

information about the given situation 

• Uncertainty and risk in the form of factors such as natural disasters or weather, good or bad 

luck, etc. which means that the outcome of the agent’s activity is not certain.  

• Agent and principal will have different attitudes towards risk and for the agent to take risk 

there has to be a compensation 

 

Type 1: The Owner-Manager Problem 

This problem has a potentially beginning when ownership and management/control are separated. If 

the two functions are not separated there is no relationship and no difference in incentive given that 

the owner manages his/her own company, money etc. But if the functions are separated with the 

principal being connected to capital and finance either as owner, investor etc. and the agent being a 

manager providing human capital, one ends up with a specialisation of resources. This can prove to 

be beneficial if the agent is a better manager than the principal but it can also cause agency 

problems because incentives to for example spending corporate money could differ from owner to 

manager (Thomsen & Conyon, 2012). The goal of the owner is to make sure that the manager acts 

in the best interest of the owner and therefore provide an incentive to align viewpoints.  
 

Type 2: The Majority and Minority Investor Problem 

In this type of agency problem, the key element is the separation of interest, between majority and 

minority investors. The relationship between the two is dependent on whether there is a conflict of 

interest present or not, where one investor will act out of personal gain instead on behalf of other 

investors who have different interests.   

 

Type 3: The Shareholder and Stakeholder Problem 

Again, it is the separation of interest and incentive that creates a problem. In this type of agency 

problem the shareholders take a decision based on their own interest, which has an impact on 
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stakeholders. This impact can potentially take many forms and have a big influence on the 

stakeholders while they are without power to reverse the decision. This type of agency problem is 

often closely related to corporate social responsibility (CSR).  
 

All of the above types of problems have been argued to stem from two distinguished types of self-

interest agent behaviour, adverse selection and moral hazard (Eisenhardt, 1989).  
 

Adverse Selection 

When an agent, intentionally or unintentionally, misrepresent his or her own ability in an effort to 

serve a principal, it is referred to as adverse selection. This behaviour can have different levels of 

impact for the principal yet it can potentially have long-term consequences. If for example, it is in 

connection with an agent negotiating a contract, which in some form is not in his or hers area of 

expertise. This could lead to a contract which is not in the best interest of the principal and 

potentially even without the agent deliberately acting to gain anything by misrepresenting his or her 

own ability but simply by overestimating abilities (Mason & Slack, 2005).  
 

Moral Hazard 

The agent behaviour of moral hazard is described as when an agent act morally incorrect on 

purpose. The reasons for an agent performing a moral hazard are plenty and sometimes not directly 

related to the principal by cause but the behaviour has an impact on the principal (Eisenhardt, 

1989). 
 

Common for the two above-mentioned types of self-interest agent behaviour is their relation to 

information. Therefore, they are also often referred to collectively as information problems or 

problems of information asymmetry (Thomsen & Conyon, 2012). The information asymmetry is 

defined as the agent having more or different information than the principal about the situation and 

therefore either performing adverse selection or moral hazard. The difference is in the time aspect, 

where adverse selection behaviour by the agent typically is done prior to the principal having to 

take a decision etc. and the moral hazard is done after the decision is made by the principal.   
 

Chowdhury and co-authors (2004) together with Panda and Leepsa (2017) have over time 

investigated relationships between principals and agents to explore other potential agency problems 

as well as reasons for set problems. In 1993, agent ignorance was defined as another type of self-
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interested agent behaviour. This ignorance by the agent is in the form of the agent being incapable 

of serving the principal adequately due to a lack of information (Lewis & Sappington, 1993). This 

means that the agent is acting ignorantly due to lack of information. Hence, the difference from 

adverse selection is the lack of information that leads to ignorance where the information of 

misrepresentation otherwise is known by the agent.  
 

Agency Costs 

Adverse selection, moral hazard and agent ignorance are all examples of agent behaviour which all 

have consequences and these are referred to as agency costs. Three main types of agency costs have 

been identified and can be incurred either through developing the relationship or monitoring and 

enforcing it. The three types are (Mason & Slack, 2005):  
 

• Monitoring costs: The principal incurs these costs in order to uncover agent behaviour that is 

not in the principal’s interest and to diminish information asymmetry. 
 

• Bonding expenditures: The agent in order to gain interest from the principal and to prove his 

or her worth incurs these expenditures. They can be in the form or obtaining education, 

experience or other abilities that show a degree of expertise and make them valuable and 

interesting in the eyes of the principal.  
 

• The residual loss: Again a cost that is incurred by the principal. However, the residual loss is 

directly linked to the behaviour of the agent. This residual loss is based on the consequences 

for the principal by the actions of the agent and can potentially be very high.  

Ownership 

Thomsen and Conyon (2012) state that the idea and foundation of ownership date back to the 

Roman times. The foundation of ownership relies on four essential rights (Thomsen & Conyon, 

2012). First are user rights that give the owner the right to use an asset. Secondly are the profit 

rights that give the owner the right to sell assets that are produced. Thirdly are the disposal rights 

that give the owner the right to sell the asset, e.g. a company, or even destroy or dissolve it. Lastly 

are the controlling rights that give an owner the right to control who uses the asset.  
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In traditional corporate governance within private firms, there are many types of ownership. If a 

company is a limited liability company it has shareholders where people have voting rights and 

have decided to put another management in charge of the daily operations of a firm (Thomsen & 

Conyon, 2012). Ownership can be concentrated meaning that only one person, a few people or 

institutions own majority of the firm and can thus control the direction of the firm. For example, 

Thomsen (1999) focus on industrial foundations and find that firms where the majority of the shares 

are owned by an industrial foundation tens to have more long-term commitment, whereas private 

equity ownership tends to be resembled with hostile takeovers and with short term incentives 

(Thomsen & Conyon, 2012).  Here, it is also important to mention corporate ownership that has ties 

to the Japanese keiretsu. This type of ownership is characterised by a strong vertical integration 

where a firm own all or parts of the value chain. Through vertical integration, transaction costs may 

be lower, however, some scholars state that there is a loss of flexibility and hence risk (Kester, 

1992). Nonetheless, Thomsen and Conyon (2012) state that there is no right and only way towards 

ownership as it depends on the firm, market, objective and history of the firm. However, the core of 

ownership is to create and increase value and utility maximise one’s position as an owner of a firm 

(Thomsen & Conyon, 2012; Beech, 2016) 

 

In traditional sports, the ownership situation is also very nuanced and complex. As mentioned 

previously, as many traditional sports have reached the commercialisation stage of sport, the 

governance of major sports typically have a governing body such as FIFA, and the International 

Olympic Committee (IOC). These bodies govern the sport both on grassroots and professional level 

to ensure a credible sport, and are non-profit (FIFA, 2018a; IOC, 2018). Yet, the teams competing 

in national leagues may be private companies. For example, the teams in the English Premier 

League are private companies, however they are obliged to follow the rules that Football 

Association (FA) promotes. Furthermore, for this thesis, it is important to investigate the major 

sports in the U.S., such as basketball, baseball and American football, as they have a very distinct 

form of ownership model.  
 

American sports leagues such as Major League Baseball (MLB), National Basketball Association 

(NBA), National Football League (NFL), and the National Hockey League (NHL) are different 

compared to European sports, such as football or handball, because the privately-owned teams own 

their distinctive leagues collectively and are for profit (Alexander & Kern, 2004). Each team work 

as membership of the league, where the teams share revenues that are derived from media contracts, 
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tickets, sponsorships etc. (Flynn & Gilbert, 2001). This structure of a sport league has been widely 

studied due to the perceived conflict of interests that resides within the league as teams are 

cooperating but are still competitors. Flynn and Gilbert (2001) analyse this ownership structure as a 

joint venture between the firms and concludes that each team is a ‘single entity’ and are not 

competing economically as they are sharing the revenue, and hence there is no antitrust concerns. 

However, Quirk (1987) believes that they are purest form of a cartel. With this ownership structure, 

Fort and Quirk (1995, p. 1265) state that the biggest challenge is to these leagues is to “establish a 

degree of competitive balance on the field that is acceptable to fans”.  
 

In connection to the major sports in the U.S., Szymanski and Ross’ (2007) work regarding vertical 

integration must be highlighted. They state that there must be a clear distinction between the contest 

organiser and the actors that participate in this contest, which refer to a situation with vertical 

separation. Conversely, sports that are organised through a joint venture, such as the NBA, is 

vertically integrated and inefficient (Szymanski & Ross, 2007). Furthermore, Szymanski and Ross 

(2007) find three benefits with vertical separation; rules and regulations is in the best interest of all 

stakeholders and not centralised, shared revenue from for example TV rights to all stakeholders, 

and the benefits of a promotion and relegation system. 

Regulation & Legitimacy 

But what is regulation? In their extensive studies of regulations, Baldwin and co-authors (2012) 

state that regulation is needed to ensure that markets, societies, and systems run efficiently without 

‘market failures’ such as monopolies, moral hazard, predatory pricing, and most relevant for this 

study, anti-competitive behaviour. Hence, the purpose of regulating and implementing rules is to 

avoid these market failures and traditionally to ensure the public interest (Baldwin et al. 2012). 

Furthermore, to ensure the regulation possible, the author state that five criteria must be met 

(Baldwin et al. 2012). First is that to uphold the regulatory position there must be a legislative 

mandate. An example could be a government that has won a democratic election; they have the 

legitimacy to regulate. Second is the element of accountability. For regulation to be effective, there 

must be an independent institution that ensures accountability and can hold people or organisations 

responsible. Third is the component of due process, which entails that procedures within the sector 

is fair, transparent and information is accessible. Expertise is the fourth criteria and call for the 
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possibility to implement expert in cases of high complexity. Lastly is the criterion of efficiency that 

regulation must be productive, costly, and had support.  
 

Nonetheless, Baldwin and co-authors (2012, p. 137) state that self-regulation can occur when a 

group of firms or individuals “exerts control over its own membership and their behaviour”. 

Individuals or firms have for example signed up for a membership, license or other contractual 

obligations, and these may be voluntary or binding so they can be enforce in court (Baldwin et al. 

2012). What distinguishes self-governance from regular regulation is, that the self-governing body 

can implement rules and regulation with no democratic legitimacy. And thus, the self-governing 

body must gain legitimacy elsewhere. However, there is a tendency that the self-regulatory organ 

use their power in efficiently that harm the participants or other interest groups, especially anti-

competitive measures. (Baldwin et al. 2012). Hoye and co-authors (2010) take the findings by 

Baldwin and co-authors (2012) and state that many sport governing bodies are self-regulated. 

Furthermore, they identify several instances, such as in motorsport and horseracing, where mandate, 

accountability and stakeholder interests were neglected, which ultimately led to a governmental 

intervention.  
 

But in order to regulate, especially in terms of self-regulation, an organisation must have 

legitimacy, which is tied to governance. Bodansky (2008, p. 704) state that a “legitimate institution 

is one that has the right to govern”. Both Bodansky (2008) and Zaum (2016) state that there are 

three acknowledged types of legitimacy, output, process, and structural legitimacy. Output 

legitimacy is obtain when shared desirable outcomes and belief that a specific institution can reach 

and work for this desired outcome. Process legitimacy refer to how power is exercised, and that the 

processes of deciding who is in power and how to excise it is fair. Structural legitimacy is gained 

when an institution have strong public confidence and believe that it is the  ‘correct institution to do 

the job’ (Zaum, 2016). Hence, elements such as democratic processes, mandate, enforcement, 

accountability are elements that is needed in order to generate legitimacy to regulate and govern.  

Governance Roles 

In 1748, the book The Spirit of the Law written by Montesquieu was published (Bibby, 2016). In 

this book, Montesquieu suggests that the legislative, judicial and executive power in a society 

should not be centralised. He further suggests that the three powers should be independent and use 
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their powers separately (Bibby, 2016). King (2017) states that this is also the case in the world of 

sports governance, as a high-power concentration potentially can create a lack of democracy and 

undermine good governance principles within sports. Additionally, Carpenter (2018) and Hoehn 

(2006) also bring this notion of power separation into sports governance and further suggest that 

sport governing bodies should separate their legislative, judicial and executive powers, which 

Hoehn (2006) discloses as governance roles.  
 

As this paper focus on esport, Montesquieu’s legislative, judicial and executive powers will be 

elaborated upon in the Hoehn’s (2006) context of sport. The first governance role is the legislative 

role which entails the rules of the sport. The rules of the sport must be clearly defined and accepted 

to ensure plausible competitions. Additionally, the body that holds the legislative role also have the 

responsibility to update and implement new rules as new technology or new situations or events can 

create a demand for this, as for example observed in Formula One (Hoehn, 2006). 
 

The second governance role is the judicial role. The key tasks when holding this role is monitoring 

and enforcing the rules of the sport (Hoehn, 2016). The judicial role must ensure fair play for all 

participants and that the sport is not corrupted with doping, match-fixing and other forms of 

cheating that can alter the final result of sport. Also, as sport can create controversies between the 

different actors in the sport, it is important for the judicial role to safeguard the option of arbitration 

and that the arbitrators can be trusted (Hoehn, 2006). 
 

The third and final governance role is the executive role. Hoehn (2006) states that this role focuses 

on various functions in executing the sport. Traditionally, the sport governance body’s main task is 

to either organise the sports themselves or licensing the sport competition to the club other 

independent actors (Hoehn, 2006). By executing the sport, the functions of this role also ensure that 

the sport is delivered to the audience, enjoyed by the audience, and that the sport is economically 

viable though broadcasting, sponsorship or other sources of economic activity associated with 

sports (Hoehn, 2006). 
 

The three governance roles each serve a purpose and an important independent role in governing 

sports. Nonetheless, Eichberg (2008) believes that very few governing bodies actually follow the 

principle of separation of powers, and through history, there have been multiple instances where the 

separation of governance roles have been neglected, which have lead to cases of corruption and 
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undemocratic behaviour in both Union des Associations Européennes de Football (UEFA) and IOC 

(Forster, 2006; Thomas, 2012). To promote increasingly democratic behaviour in sports, the 

European Union (EU) have implemented principles of good governance in sport where the 

separation of powers are mentioned (European Commission 2013). In addition these principles, 

Enjrolas (2009) focus on voluntary organisations and find that in order to fulfil a separation of 

powers, the organisations must have a system of checks and balances and internal control.  

Esport Governance 

The literature surrounding esports is constantly evolving. However, the literature regarding 

governance in esports remain relatively scarce, but much of the literature suggest that traditional 

governance of sports cannot be directly transferred to the esports due to several factors, such as the 

complicated relationship between game publishers, event organisers, athletes, fans etc. (Chao, 2017; 

Brickell, 2017). These factors will in this section be elaborated upon.  
 

In a governance perspective, the role of the game publishers must be highlighted. The game 

publishers are the entity that have created the game that is being played in the esports and owns the 

copyrights of the game (Burk, 2013). Hence, due to the game publishers being the intellectual 

property owner, they can decide the rules and direction of the games and thus esports (Burk, 2013), 

which Karhulahti (2017) refers to as executive ownership. Some game publishers, such as Riot, an 

American game publisher, use this position as the intellectual property owner actively. Riot 

develops the game, organises, and executes every aspect of esport within League of Legends (LoL) 

(Chao, 2017). Conversely, other game publishers have taken a more laissez-faire approach to 

esports by letting other companies arrange or manage esports within their game (Chao, 2017).  
 

Even though the game publishers hold the intellectual property rights to a game, there have been 

several instances of clashes between game publishers and other interested parties in esport, where 

the most notable is the case been Korean Esports Association (KeSPA) and Blizzard, an American 

game publisher (Taylor, 2012). Taylor (2012) thoroughly describes how KeSPA sold TV-rights to a 

Starcraft competition that they were organising, without the consent of Blizzard. Blizzard ended up 

terminating the relationship with KeSPA and sold the TV-rights to another channel for a higher 

price. However, it is important to note that KeSPA is an organisation that help organising esport 

tournaments, provide guidance for professional athletes, public relations, and ensure good 
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conditions for esport athletes in South Korea (Burk, 2013). As KeSPA have been officially 

sanctioned by the South Korean Ministry of Culture and Tourism, the organ does have influence 

within the esports scene in South Korea. 
 

Furthermore, besides focusing on intellectual property rights and executive ownership, most 

literature surrounding governance in esport focus on age, conditions, and visa issues. Hollist (2015) 

states that athletes become full time professionals at a very young age, and to stay professional, the 

young athletes must sometime play 14 hours per day, which creates an unhealthy environment. 

Also, the internal contracts that the athletes have with the teams are subject of scrutiny, as there are 

few protections and insufficient legal terms for the athletes (Levy, 2016). Nonetheless, in 2013, the 

first esport athlete was granted a sports visa to the U.S. (Tassi, 2013), which many scholars find as 

an achievement and a step to become a more legitimate sport (McTee, 2014; Hollist, 2015). 

However, other sports legislation researchers such as Holden and co-authors (2017) state that if 

esports become regulated as a traditional sport, along comes increased regulation towards gambling 

and other sport related legislation, which may limit the freedom of the esport environment. 
 

In connection to KeSPA, it is important to note that is no overarching governing body compared to 

traditional sports where FIFA and IOC have a fundamental role in enforcing and developing the 

sport (Karhulahti, 2017). Many countries have been trying to follow the example of South Korea’s 

KeSPA, such as the British Esports Association in the UK and Esport-Bund Deutschland e.V in 

Germany (Hollist, 2015). All of these national esports associations have in common that they are 

non-profit organisations that focus on grass root activities and well-being of esports athletes. They 

do not have any fundamental power of the sport, how it is played, nor any effective argumentation 

power. However, several scholars suggest that esports need a legitimate governing body, similar to 

what FIFA is to football, to counter the split governance situation (Hollist 2015; Chao, 2017). Chao 

(2017, p. 761) suggests forming a “pan-esports governing body with sufficient federal authority to 

curb anticompetitive behaviour and propagate minimum industry standards to foster competition”. 

He states that this governing body should not create its own leagues or tournaments and with 

participation of government officials, athlete’s unions, and team owners.  
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The AGGIS Sports Governance Observer 

This method was recently developed by the Action for Good Governance in International Sports 

Organisations (AGGIS organisation) which consists of Play the Game/Danish Institute for Sports 

Studies in corporation with six European universities and the European Journalism Centre in order 

to define good governance in sport. The project aimed to identify guidelines, stimulate the debate 

and analyse international sports organisations with regards to how to define and measure good 

governance (Geeraert, 2015).  
 

The projects focus was on International Non-Governmental Sports Organisations (INGSOs) and 

states that “The importance of good governance in INGSOs cannot be underestimated” and “First, 

there is no generally accepted good governance code for INGSOs” (Alm, 2013, p. 12). This lead to 

AGGIS, after an extensive literature review of governance in sports, providing a tool consisting of 

four dimensions that are all set to have paramount importance to good sport governance in INGSOs 

(Alm, 2013).  
 

Transparency and Public Communication 

This dimension of transparency and public communication is concerned with the organisations level 

of openness with information to stakeholders and the general public. The information of interest is 

both organisation- and sports-related and the importance of being transparent and communicating 

this to the public is not to be underestimated because transparent communication lowers the chance 

of self-interest behaviour and improves the stakeholders trust in the organisations governance 

(Geeraert, 2015).   

 

Democratic Processes 

Today, democracy is used in many aspects and is widely regarded as a mean to create a fair and 

well-balanced environment. Democratic processes focus on evaluating the organisations, processes, 

and activities in regards to fairness, involvement etc. and checking the accountability and 

effectiveness (Geeraert, 2015).  

 

Checks and Balances 

Concentration of power, decision-making, and unwanted stimulus are elements of this dimension 

that is checked to ensure that the organisation has the right balance and the relation of power is not 
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centralised in one person or groups direction. This is also to evaluate the stakeholders involved in 

the sport’s power relationship with the organisation (Geeraert, 2015).  

Solidarity 

Solidarity has in sports, as well as in business, become a significant factor for an organisation and 

proves involvement and commitment to their surroundings. The characteristics of a sports 

organisation is shown by their expression of responsibility towards internal and external 

stakeholders (Alm, 2015).  
 

This tool is used to evaluate the goodness of governance in the world of esports and to create an 

overview of the state of governance that is present in the esports environment where no apparent 

organisation has the role INGSO for esports as FIFA has for football.   

 

Hence, based on the literature, a series of research questions have been derived. These questions are 

essential to and the basis of answering this thesis problem statement.  

 

How is esport governed? 

 

What is the level of governance in esport? 

 

What are the main governance challenges in esport? 

 

Are successful esports related to an increased level of governance? 
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Methodology 

Research Approach 

As stated in the introduction, this thesis set out to investigate how esport is governed and whether 

governance is an important factor within esports. Through the literature review, it was found that 

several elements from corporate and sports governance such as ownership, regulation, agency 

theory etc. are relevant to this study, and hence this thesis will take a deductive approach to research 

(Saunders et al., 2009). 
  
Esport as we know it today is a very new phenomenon and there have been several governance 

issues, as noted in the introduction. Furthermore, as the literature regarding governance in esport is 

very limited by primarily focusing on copy rights and intellectual property, this thesis set out to 

generate new insights regarding governance in esport and thus this research is exploratory in nature. 

The purpose of exploratory research is to understand a current situation, generate new awareness 

and realisations to a certain problem (Saunders et al., 2009) that might not have a single definite 

answer (Sreejesh et. al, 2014). Thus, by using a deductive approach in an explorative research, one 

is able to add and contribute the existing knowledge, in this case esports in relation to governance, 

and to test and apply existing theory and literature in a new setting and thereby adding to Kuhn’s 

paradigm that argues that knowledge is cumulative (Chalmers, 2013).  

Research Design 

To fulfil the thesis’ purpose of reaching a conclusion on the problem statement, this thesis adopts a 

multiple case study strategy. Yin (2003, p. 2 & 3) states that a case study “contributes uniquely to 

our knowledge of individual, organisational, social, and political phenomena” and that “the case 

study allows an investigation to retain the holistic and meaningful characteristics of real-life-

events(…)”. Saunders and co-author (2009) state that by adopting a case study approach, the 

researcher is able to answer ‘how’, ‘why’, ‘what’ questions that are observed in the research 

questions of this thesis. By being a multiple case study, there is more than one case. This thesis does 

not set out to investigate governance in one single esport, for example CS:GO, but the governance 

situation in esports in general. To do so, multiple esports must be analysed, which makes this 
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research a multiple case study and it allows the identification of analyses of the cases similarities 

and differences (Yin, 2003) that ultimately allows the researcher to combine the findings of each 

case to generate general knowledge (Saunders et al., 2009). Yet, if the investigation of the cases 

generates split or opposing results, the researcher must be able to self-reflect whether overall 

general findings are valid (Saunders et al., 2009). Hence, the strategy of a multiple case study has 

been chosen. 
  
However, as this thesis is investigating governance, how is governance measured? To uncover this, 

the thesis adopts its methodology from several sources. This paper adopts the methodology used by 

Geeraert and co-authors (2014). In their paper they investigate the quality of governance within 35 

Olympic sport governing bodies by investigating elements such as transparency, democratic 

processes, checks and balances in order to determine the quality of governance within Olympic 

sports. This methodology by Geeraert and co-authors (2014), is based on the governance tool Sports 

Governance Observer created by AGGIS as a funded project. The checklist used in this thesis is 

developed with the intention of letting every sports organisation measure their own level of what is 

determined as ‘good’ governance (Alm, 2013). Alm (2013) focuses on four specific elements, such 

as transparency, democratic processes, checks and balances and solidarity, which are similar to the 

methodology Geeraert and co-authors (2014). This checklist gives specific questions and 

requirements and is based on academic sources on good governance (Alm, 2013). Hence, this thesis 

combines the methodology by Geereart and co-authors (2014) and Alm (2013) and converts it into 

an esport setting to investigate the governance situation within esport. This methodology provides a 

standardisation and homogeneous method in investing each of the esports makes it comparable and 

then general knowledge can be derived.   
  
Subsequently, a series of interviews have been conducted to provide more insights to the esport 

industry and the cases in study. All of these interviews have been semi-structured interviews, which 

are interviews where the interviewees have received information about the main theme of the 

interview, however there are room new arising insights to be discussed and thus deviate from the 

original set of questions (Rugg and Petre, 2007), which makes it ideal for exploratory research 

(Saunders et al., 2009). 
 

To investigate whether governance is an influential factor in esport, a series of success criteria for 

each of the esports have been identified. This information is then used to compare success levels of 
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each of the different esports with the governance situation, with the purpose of identifying any 

patterns and the influence of governance within esports.  
  
Thus, by combining the quantitative findings of the checklist and success criteria together with the 

findings from the qualitative interviews, this thesis adopts the data collection technique of 

triangulation (Saunders et al., 2009). This refers to the notion, that this study will have two or more 

independent sources of data, which can lead to increased reliability of the research (Dul & Hak, 

2008). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As in regular sports, there are a vast amount of different stakeholders. This is a complex 

environment, and thus in terms of scope, this thesis choses to focus on game publishers, event 

organisers, and esport organisations.  

Data Collection 

This thesis set out to research governance in esport and to fulfil this, a series of esports have been 

identified. As this thesis focus on the top level of professional esports, where the best athletes are 

able to make a living by being professional, this thesis focus on thirteen different esports. They 

have been selected as part of this research sample due to their price money, popularity, and position 

Figure 2: Esport Stakeholders 
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in the esport market. In addition to this, twelve event organisers that are part of the esport 

environment have been investigated, as the notion is that they can have an influence on governance. 

The checklist is thus applied to the esports and event organisers. All the information needed to fulfil 

this checklist is found online on the respective websites connected to the esport. The information 

needed for the checklist is either found on the website or not, and hence, the data found is 

secondary data inform of documentary secondary data (Saunders et al., 2009).   
  

Esport  Event Organisers 

Call of Duty  Legends Arena 

Overwatch  PUBGOnline 

Hearthstone  Auzom 

Starcraft II  Global Electronic Sports Championship 

Dota 2  World Electronic Sports Games 

CS:GO  Dreamhack 

League of Legends  Electronic Sports League (ESL) 

Playerunknown’s Battlegrounds  ELeague 

Smite  Couch Warriors 

Tekken  PGL 

Street Fighter V  BeyondTheSummit 

Rocket League  Global Loot League 

FIFA18   

Total: 13  Total: 12 

Table 1: Esports & Event Organisers 
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In terms primary data collected, eight interviews were conducted. All of these interviews have been 

set up through inquiry on either email or social media, and are attached in USB and electronically. 

The first interview conducted was with Casper ‘ruggah’ Due. He is a former professional Counter 

Strike 1.6 athlete that is the older version of CS:GO, and former coach for Team Dignitas, North, 

and he is currently the coach for an American organisation called Optic Gaming. As he has been in 

the Counter Strike industry for years, he knows the CS:GO scene very well and thus an interesting 

subject for our investigation of governance in the case of CS:GO. The interview was conducted 18th 

April over a Skype video call. 
  
On 22nd April, the second interview was conducted, and was with Tomi ‘Lurppis’ Kovanen. 

Kovanen is Finish, 30 years old and a former Counter Stike 1.6 athlete. He has a very outgoing 

persona and active on social media channel regarding CS:GO and he has been an analyst at several 

large CS:GO tournaments. He recently joined the esport organisation called Immortal which is 

based in Brazil and in the U.S., as manager of the CS:GO division. The interview was conducted 

over Discord, a free voice chap app commonly used in the gaming community. 
  
The third interview took place 23rd April and the interviewee was Nicolai ‘Hunden’ Petersen. He is a 

professional CS:GO athlete and has been playing actively since 2005. He is currently playing for 

ALTERNATE aTTaX and he has previously attended all major tournaments on the CS:GO scene. 

The interview was conducted over phone. 
  
On 25th April, the forth interview, Jens Christian Ringvad was interviewed. He is a former national 

coach of the esport Battlefield 1942. He has been a substantial figure in the Danish esport scene, as 

he also is the former chairman of Esport Danmark and now administers its league. He also works as 

a consultant to private firms that want to become part of esport and Danske Gymnastik- og 

Idrætsforeninger (DGI), a Danish association of more than 6,000 sports clubs. The interview was 

conducted over the phone. 
  
The fifth interview was the 26th April with Malthe Munkøe, a Chief Policy Advisor at the Danish 

Chamber of Commerce. He has long been analysing esport and have held key notes at Copenhagen 

Games and Internet Week Denmark. The interview was conducted over the phone. 
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The sixth interview was with Lars Esmarch 26th April. He is an esport journalist, and has been 

covering esport for many years at The Danish Broadcasting Corporation. From the beginning of 

May 2018, he joined HLTV.org, the best and most popular CS:GO news website. The interview 

was conducted over the phone.   
  
Interview number seven was with an event organiser within esport of PUBG. This person is the 

general manager of one of the top three event organisers in PUBG, and thus have important position 

within PUBG esport. The interview was conducted 27th April and even though this person wanted to 

remain anonymous, the atmosphere was comfortable and information was shared freely and was 

conducted over Discord. 
  
Lastly, the authors of this thesis were able to establish contact with the organisation Refresh 

Entertainment (RFRSH) (Refresh). RFRSH owns three CS:GO teams, Astralis, Heroic, and 

Godsent. Furthermore, RFRSH acts as an event organiser as they own BLAST Pro Series, a CS:GO 

tournament. An on-going email correspondence was established where were able to write questions 

to the former CEO and Founder of Astralis and now Director of Esports Operations at RFRSH, 

Frederik Byskov. 
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Interviewee Date 

Casper 'ruggah' Due 18th April 

Tomi 'Lurppis' Kovanen 22nd April 

Nicolai 'Hunden' Petersen 23rd April 

Jens Christian Ringvad 25th April 

Malthe Munkøe 26th April 

Lars Esmarch 26th April 

General Manager of PUBG Event Organiser 27th April 

Frederik Byskov On going 

Table 2: Interviews 

  
In regards to the success criteria, three factors have been determined to be influential. In each 

esport, the top fifteen events and tournaments in the past year from April 2017 until the beginning 

of May 2018, according to size of prize pool have been identified. Within these top fifteen, the 

average prize pool has been calculated. Furthermore, within each game the top fifteen highest 

earning athletes have been identified, and an average have been calculated, to get receive the top 

earnings level in each of the esports. Furthermore, the average viewers in each of the top fifteen 

events have been identified. Together, all of these three measures are comparable across esports and 

can thus be used for further analysis. All information was derived from www.esportearnings.com, a 

site that monitors prize winnings and earnings for professional esport athletes. Regarding the 

number of viewers on each of the events, www.esc.watch have been the source of data. This site 

aggregates data from multiple streaming sites to provide detailed regarding viewers. These 

measures are comparable no matter what type of esport it is, whether it is an individual or team 

esport, and the age of the esport.  
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Reliability and Validity 

Saunders and co-authors (2009, p. 156) refer to reliability as to “the extent to which your data 

collection techniques or analysis procedures will yield consistent findings”. Regarding the 

checklist, the same procedures have been undertaken for each of the esports and event organisers. 

As mentioned in terms of the interviews, these were semi-structured, however, the proposed 

structure was modified to represent the interviewees position within esports. Furthermore, as data 

was collected, the authors of this thesis developed new questions for forthcoming interviews as the 

knowledge regarding specific problems within governance in esport grew. As the authors of this 

thesis are independent with no financial relationship with the interviewees, the subject bias was 

limited. Moreover, as the esport is evolving constantly, the interviews were conducted in a 

relatively short time span. 
  
“Validity is concerned with whether the findings are really about what they appear to be about” 

(Saunders et al., 2009 p. 157). In extension to this statement, Christie and co-authors (2000) outline 

a series of approaches to ensure validity in a case study, which is construct validity, conformability, 

and transferability. Even though esport is relatively new within academia, the thesis obtains 

construct validity as the major theories and multiple scholars support previous literature. In terms of 

conformability, the filled checklist and all the recordings of the interviews have been attached in the 

appendix and all literature and other secondary information is noted in the bibliography. Ultimately, 

one can transfer this approach in terms of use of literature and methodology and use it another case 

study, which connects to the Christie and co-author’s (2000) element of research transferability that 

also is connected to Yin’s (2003) view of case study generalisability. 
  
As governance may be a disputed subject in relation to esports interviewees, there is a risk of 

interviewee bias, where some information may be sensitive to reveal (Saunders et al., 2009; Sreejes 

et al., 2014) However, all interviewee were asked if they wanted to remain anonymous and only one 

interviewee decided to be. Also, being a semi-structured interview reduce the subjectivity of the 

interviewees (Saunders et al., 2009). Additionally, given the international nature of esports, the 

interviewees were located in Los Angeles, United Kingdom, Aarhus and Copenhagen, and thus had 

to be done either over telephone or communication software. Hence, due to the lack of face-to-face 

contact may have limited the establishment of trust, however, in general the interviewers 

experiences great engagement from interviewees. Also, the authors of this paper have contacted 
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numerous esport organisations, athletes, event organisers, game publishers, and other interesting 

esport personalities, over the duration of this writing process, however, in the majority of cases no 

response was received. The thesis would have enjoyed a more diverse set of interviewees, however, 

given the circumstances, this was not possible. This might be due to some athletes and organisations 

do not want to take the risk of uncovering information that can be traced back to them. For 

example, the Overwatch Leagues’ code of conduct for athletes was recently leaked, and have been 

criticised for very strict rules regarding expression of opinions (Myers, 2018). Nonetheless, by 

using this various interviewees as sample in this thesis, the authors believe that valid and reliable 

results can be achieved. 
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Analysis 

Commercialisation of Esport 

To understand how esport is governed one must first investigate the esport historical development 

towards becoming commercialised. Competitive gaming as a concept, which is referred to as esport 

and previously defined, began its development with the technological growth and had its first 

official competition on record in 1972. At that time 24 students were competing in a computer game 

called SPACEWAR for the grand price of a year’s subscription to the “Rolling Stones” magazine 

(Brand, 1972). 
  
From there on, competitive gaming began a slow growth and with increasing interest, hence in the 

late 1990’s competitive gaming truly began its evolution to what is commonly known as esports 

today. This increased interest also gave birth to a diversification of the esport scene with multiple 

new game-styles beginning with FPS games and adding on sports, arcade-style, RTS, MOBA etc. 

According to Guinness World Records the first professional esports athlete was Dennis Fong who 

was classified as professional in 1997 just 25 years after the birth of esport (Guinness World 

Records, 2018). Shortly after, in the early twenty first century, began the esport industry revolution 

with the rise of associations and organisations and the economic growth of esport on the 

international scene that has lead to the current environment (Nagpa, 2015). 
  
The above-mentioned development indicates a sport, which over a relatively short time, have added 

a business aspect in comparison to traditional sports as tennis which dates its foundation back to the 

sixteenth century but was not codified prior to late nineteenth century (Olympic Games, 2018a). It 

is important to have in mind that the extent to the commercialisation of a sport and turning it into a 

business varies considerably in the size, corresponding to comparing tennis with badminton. The 

framework “the development of a sport as business” by Beech and Chadwick (2013) provides a 

general sequence that the majority sports that have become big business have followed, hence the 

application of this framework will be in order to investigate esport’s historical development towards 

commercialisation and provide insights into esport’s future prospects (Beech & Chadwick, 2013).   
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Phase 1: Foundation 

The timeframe to the foundation of a sport is often difficult to establish for many reasons as to 

define when the sport began to take the form of the current sport. Just like football, the foundation 

was not when the first person kicked a round object but when two teams kicked a ball around in 

order to score a goal (Beech & Chadwick, 2013). With that in mind one could think that esport 

emerged when the first electronic machines were introduced in the mid twentieth century where one 

could play and compete on a machine against other athletes in terms of highscore. A better 

definition of the foundation of esport would be when the “sport” really emerged with the inventions 

of interactive games and the addition of a competitive interactive element to gaming was 

introduced. This happened around 1960 where interactive games on arcade machines and computers 

were developed (Kent, 2010). One could also argue that esport, according to the definition, began as 

a modern sport in 1997 with a Quake tournament organised by the game’s publisher (Nagpa, 2015). 

Additionally the launch of Starcraft in 1998 also founded the esport, as it is known today (Lynch, 

2016). These two tournaments fit the definition of esport as competitive multi athlete video gaming 

because of the directly competitive as well as the multi athlete aspect.  
  
Phase 2: Codification     

Unlike traditional sports where the previous phase has taken time esport have followed the rapid 

technological revolution and developed a foundation over just a few decades. This would in 

traditional sports lead to the codification phase, which should in a short time period be 

revolutionary to the sport. 
  
“The significance of phase 2 is that it defines the governing body of the sport, and the role of the 

governing body in the management of the sport becomes clear as the sport progresses to higher 

phases” (Beech & Chadwick, 2013, p. 7). This quote defines the happenings with a sport when 

progressing to the codification stage nonetheless esport has no defined and official governing body 

or role of set body in the management of esport. One could therefore argue that esports never really 

has reached or at least not yet finished this phase of development of becoming a commercialised 

business. To some extend a formalised practice have been achieved in some nations where esports 

are more developed as in South Korea with the establishment of the KeSPA in 2000 but as an 

international collective or within individual esports, no international governing body has been 

defined or given a role in order to advance the sport to higher phases. Despite the current situation, 

there has been attempts to create and define various international esports federations as 
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International e-Sports Federation (IeSF), World eSports Association (WESA) and Professional 

Esports Association (PEA) as governing bodies of esports, but it has not yet been successful. By 

successful means that it has not yet been collectively acknowledged as governing body. Hence, a 

codification of esport has not yet been completed on an international platform. 
  
Phase 3: Stratification    

This phase is defined as a time where the sport as an organisation emerges with financial, marketing 

and human resource dimensions added on to the business operations (Beech & Chadwick, 2013). 

History has shown that traditional sports grew slowly through mergers of leagues and tournaments 

and created a collective competitive network of the sport based regional dimensions leading up to 

national and international levels. The overall objective with this phase is to take time to develop the 

sport and form leagues and systems to evolve the sport. 
  
In general, esport has not progressed through this phase, primarily due to the lack of codification. 

Since a governing body is not present, the competitive network has no natural point of collaboration 

and the stratification is therefore highly difficult. The various esport tournaments and leagues split 

both within the individual esports, and in some cases at regional and national dimensions, affects 

esport’s ability to form a strong backbone of the esport industry for further development (Chao, 

2017). 
  
A slow development of the sport which is yet still at an amateur level is distinctive of this phase for 

traditional sports where the stratification evolves the sport approaches its potential of becoming 

professional. It took esport 25 years from its first recorded competition SPACEWAR to officially 

declaring a gamer professional, hence one could argue if that is a slow evolution. It is definitely 

quicker that some traditional sports especially considering that codification and stratification has 

barely happened. It indicates a development in sport, not previously observed, where a sport begins 

its professionalization prior to its stratification.  
 

Phase 4: Professionalisation           

When a sport enters the phase of professionalization, it reaches a stage and a level where finances 

are flowing as revenues, as well expenditures at multiple levels, and therefore the sport beings to 

have an impact on society, which adds another dimension. During this phase a sport has developed 

in popularity and the interest from stakeholders is rising. New stakeholders, like investors and 
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sponsors, commence to get involved and clubs and teams become semi-professional or professional 

with payment to athletes, coaches, staff etc. Additionally winnings in the form of prize money begin 

to emerge from leagues and tournaments, which aspires sporting success for financial gains (Beech 

& Chadwick, 2013). 
  
ESports entered this phase in the years surrounding the new millennium with companies beginning 

to take an interest in sponsorships and eyeing business opportunities in esports, initially in South 

Korea (Collera, 2018). Together with tournament and leagues improving, the same period also saw 

the birth of event organisers as Major League Gaming (MLG), Dreamhacks and Electronic Sports-

League (ESL) as the interest for esport as a product began to grow. 
  
This rapid industry growth meant that esport suddenly went from an amateur sport past a period of 

semi-professionalism to almost immediately becoming a professional sport. Additionally the growth 

of total prize money for tournaments and leagues rose to more than 850 times the level of 1998 to 

the current level twenty years later (e-Sports Earnings, 2018). 
  
Phase 5: Post-Professionalisation        

A sport relatively quickly progresses from professionalization to this phase of post-professionalism 

where the professional stage is being well established and is undergoing its development while the 

amateur side of the sport, typically on a youth/grassroots level, sits alongside. This is typically a 

steady state where the configuration of both the professional and the amateur side is being refined 

and structured (Beech & Chadwick, 2013). 
  
This steady state of post-professionalism usually continues for a relative long time as an 

evolutionary phase where the sport has to evolve into a product that proves promising for 

commercialising. Esport did not stay in this phase for very long and some would argue that esports 

skipped this phase and progressed straight on to the next phase, hence esports has not yet 

experienced a steady phase but has progressed in an extremely rapid tempo through each phase. 
  
Phase 6: Commercialisation                 

The commercialisation of esport happened very coherent with the professionalisation. Esport turned 

a corner within a few years from the first professional gamer in 1997 and the first major 

sponsorship of esport in 2006, less than a decade after the professionalism began. The 
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commercialisation was in the form of Intel Corporation partnering up with ESL to sponsor the 

currently longest running esports tournament, named Intel Extreme Masters (Intel Corporation, 

2018). In the years in-between, single sponsorships of events or private leagues began to sprout as 

well as investments in teams/athletes. Intel Corporation’s major involvement in esports initiated the 

true commercialisation of esports up till now where major corporations as, The Coca-Cola 

Company, Red Bull, Audi AG, Airbus S.A.S., T-Mobile and others are sponsors of leagues and 

tournaments, organisations and individual athletes (Meola, 2018). 
  
During the past decade esport has progressed to a highly commercialised stage with multiple 

sponsorship formats from major corporations and this would not have been possible without the 

technological development. Esport is tied up with technology and the Internet especially in a 

commercial sense because of esport’s online existence. Broadcasting of esports therefore quickly 

developed into big business for online streaming services, given that it was easy to convert, as 

Twitch, which is owned by Amazon, YouTube, and Facebook and has later also reached television 

on various local and international channels (Nguyen, 2018). The first attempt to have esport on 

network television was in 2006 and the second in 2007, both with limited success (Lynch, 2016). 
  
It is therefore clear to see that esport has progressed to a commercial phase, which is still in 

progress with multiple business opportunities emerging and external corporations eying the 

opportunities of using esport for their own purpose. This will potentially lead to a more competitive 

esport environment for internal stakeholders such as organisations, leagues and tournaments, and 

individual esport in order to ensure a competitive advantage on the esport scene (Beech & 

Chadwick, 2013). 
  
Phase 7: Post-commercialisation          

Post-commercialisation is a stage that few sports can truly be said to have progressed to. Some 

sports might be said to have progressed towards a post-commercialisation phase but few have 

reached this phase. Examples of sports that have reached this phase are cycling and formula 1 motor 

racing. They have currently reached a stage where the involvement with external stakeholders, such 

as external bodies and sponsors, has stretched to a level of full expansion (Beech & Chadwick, 

2013). Given that this phase is only represented by a handful of sports it is difficult to define this 

phase because it in one way shows signs of stability and slow growth, but on the other hand has the 
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commercialisation of the sport made it truly reliant on relationships and revenues generated from 

outside the sport, and therefore lost a bit of predictability and control.  
  
This phase is not yet a phase that esport has progressed to, but one could argue that if the growth of 

the industry continues in the same speed as up until now, it might not take long before the esport 

industry reach a level of saturation. This is of course unknown and only speculation, because sport 

industry is complex and the more commercialised esport gets the more complex the environment 

will get. 
  
The commercialisation of esport, as the process of exploiting esport as property for an economic 

return, cannot be argued to not have already happened. ESport has market revenues of $655 million 

worldwide according to Newzoo (Statista, 2018a) and is projected to reach levels of $1,65 billion in 

market revenue by 2021. This indicates that esport is already highly commercialised and that with 

set prediction of development the commercialisation aspect with esport looks to grow strongly in 

the future and be an influential factor for esport’s business development. 
  
With esport being in the commercialisation phase of the sports business development and taken into 

consideration that esport has existed for less than half a century it is clear that esport have had an 

extremely fast, if not the fastest, development of a sport towards becoming “big business”. The 

analysis also shows a sport, which seems to have skipped or partly skipped phases, hence at least 

that has progressed to the next phase of development faster than traditional sports in general. This is 

proven by codification only having been done partly by individual nations or esports to some extend 

and surely not as a collective on the international scene. Additionally the third phase of 

stratification has not happened internationally and therefore no collectively recognised governing 

body has been defined and accepted by the sport. This has in traditional sports shown to be a barrier 

for sports to progress their business activities, but esport has progressed rapidly and become 

professional and almost immediately thereafter commercialised. The commercialisation of esports 

has given the sport a possibility to become even more professional with the economic returns which 

has been created. There seem to be no indications pointing in any other directions than future 

growth of the sport and thereby also the commercial side of the esport business.  
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How is Esport Governed?  

Referring to corporate and sports governance as stated in the literature, governance to a high degree 

entails the distribution of rights and responsibilities, rules, ethics, accountability and clear 

governing party. In esport, all of these elements vary across games and are highly complex. 

Furthermore, the foundation of all these elements tends to be a root phase of commercialisation of 

sport, which the previous analysis raises questions of in regards to esport. 
  
Commencing with Beech’s (2004) notion that a clear governing party within a sport is essential to 

good governance and an important element within esport. As mentioned, there have been multiple 

attempts to create governing institutions within esport, such as the IeSF that focus on a more 

generic and across all esport scene, and more esport specific such as WESA and PEA within 

CS:GO. IeSF was established back in 2008 with a goal to promote esports and its athletes and to 

standardise esport across different games focusing on establishing same rules across the esport 

scene by implementing anti-doping regulations and the like (IeSF, 2018). IeSF is built on a 

traditional hierarchical organisational structure where each country is a member organisation, for 

example is Esport Denmark, a member of IeSF. IeSF has hosted international championships within 

three games in 2017, CS:GO, LoL, and Tekken 7. Furthermore, IeSF have applied to the IOC with 

the purpose of including esport in 2024 Olympics in Paris (ESPN, 2018). But is IeSF comparable to 

a governing body such as FIFA or IAAF? 

  
The answer to the above question is a “no” for several reasons. The national organisations that are a 

part of IeSF lack professional participation. The clubs that are part of the national organisation 

tends to be at a grass root level, and with only very few members, it is thus difficult to set official 

national standards when there are no pro athletes participating in any of the national organised 

events. The professional esport athletes participate in international tournaments or events that are 

organised either by a private firm that specialises in esport events or competitions deployed by the 

game publisher itself. As most of the professional athletes do not participate on the national level, 

the same pattern continues in the international championships, which are arranged by IeSF.  None 

of the most famous and best athletes within the esport scene, across all games, are participating in 

IeSF’s tournaments. IeSF have a functional system with important governance aspects such as good 

conditions and responsibilities, ethics, doping, and accountability but if none of the best 

organisations want to participate in your tournament, the organisation will lack legitimacy. But why 
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do they not attend? One of the reasons is lack of prestige that comes with winning the IeSF 

championship. Across the individual esports, they all have distinctive events or leagues that have 

large sums of prize money, which is an incentive. Another is personal achievement and prestige that 

come with winning the private tournaments and leagues. Many of private event organisers have 

been in esport since the growth began, and thus they have an increased historical importance 

compared to the IeSF championships. FIFA World Cup can be taken into perspective, as the 

athletes still play in national leagues, however, the World Cup is sought after and by lifting the 

trophy comes international everlasting glory and prestige. 
  
The fact that the best organisations within esport decide to play other tournaments and or events is a 

sign of lack of mandate towards the national bodies and the international body of IeSF. As 

mentioned, Baldwin and co-authors (2012) state that for a governing institution to have regulating 

and governing position, they must have mandate. In the case of esports, the professional athletes 

and teams have not given mandate to these organisations, and thus the IeSF and its member 

organisations lack legitimacy as they fail to have an impact in the governance of esport at the 

professional scene in terms of mandate. 
  
The national bodies and IeSF’s impact on esports on the professional level may be limited. 

However, on the grassroots level they are institutions where non-profit organisations and clubs can 

go for advice and participate in less developed leagues. However, even though the esport governing 

body in Korea, KeSPA, also focus on good conditions in general grassroots activities, they also 

maintain a certain level of legitimacy within esports, at least in Korea. As mentioned in the 

literature review, they have had conflicts with Blizzard, however, as they are sanctioned by the 

Korean government to ensure the public’s interest and integrity in esport, and thus have mandate, 

and they can influence the execution of professional esports. In the Korean scene, game publishers 

and event organisers work together with KeSPA, also on the professional esport level. Nonetheless, 

KeSPA’s influence and legitimacy in Korean esports remains to be unique and not observed in 

other countries. 
  
The Game Publisher, Event Organiser, and Esport Organisations  

In connection to the findings of IeSF’s lack of legitimacy within esports, The Esports Integrity 

Coalition (ESIC) state in their risk of assessment of esports that “There is no central governance or 

regulation in esports – it is a commercial enterprise made up of numerous, often competing, 
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companies and stakeholders who have had little time or need for cooperation historically.” (ESIC, 

p. 5). Thus, as an independent organisation with economic attachment to its members, which 

mission is to be the ‘guardian’ of esports, the ESIC attempts to standardise rules and regulation in 

terms code of ethics and conduct, anti-corruption, and anti-doping across all stakeholders within 

esport and members are obligated to specific governance reporting standards. Several esport 

sponsors and betting companies are part of the coalition, but only two well known and respected 

event organisers are actually members of ESIC, namely ESL and Dreamhack. These are large and 

prestigious event organisers, however, power and influence of ESIC remains limited.  Hence, as 

aforementioned, this thesis focuses on governance in esport surrounding the relationships between 

the game publisher, event organisers, and esport organisations, as they remain important entities 

within governance in esport. They each have their distinctive position in esport, yet relationship 

among these three entities varies across esport. 
  
First is the role of the game publisher. As found in the literature, the game publishers have 

developed the game thus own the game, typically single-handedly (Burk, 2013; Karhulahti, 2017). 

Furthermore, they are also the entity, which have the ability to update and change the actual game. 

As they own the game, they are entitled to the four ownership rights, which are user-, profit-, 

disposal, and controlling rights, identified by Thomsen & Conyon (2012), and thus mean because 

they own the intellectual property of the game, the game publisher can control how the game is 

executed in game as an esport. With this position comes strong legitimacy, this means that the game 

publishers can govern, regulate, and control the esport. Many game publishers own multiple games 

and thus have multiples esports. This position resembles to high degree the notion of self-regulation 

found by Baldwin and co-authors (2012). 
  
Secondly, is the role of the event organisers in the professional esport scene. In some esports, 

independent companies are able to host independent tournaments or leagues, typically by gaining 

approval from the game publisher by obtaining a tournament license. In some esports, grassroots 

activities be performed in the terms of one can host tournaments without a tournament license, 

however, once an event reaches a certain size in terms of prize money, attending teams, and 

potential broadcast interest, a tournament license is needed. The event organiser uses this 

tournament license that they are provided to deploy a competition among esport teams. As 

mentioned, these tournaments used to be small with a hard-core group of esport fans back with 
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SPACEWAR in 1972. Now, the event organisers are hosting sold out arenas around the world and 

viewers are tuning in from around the globe to watch, which makes it lucrative for event organisers. 
  
Lastly, is the role of esport organisations. These organisations are privately owned companies that 

have contracts with athletes to play for them, just like Arsenal has hired athletes to collaborate with 

the intent to beat other teams to ultimately win trophies. In many cases, esport organisations have 

teams in multiple esports, for example Team Liquid, who is engaged in 12 esports (Team Liquid, 

2018). These teams across the different esport organisations participate in these various events 

across the globe that are either organised by the game publisher or event organiser. The game 

publisher holds a powerful position over the game, but in various cases are licensing out esports and 

thus governing party might be two-fold in certain cases. 
  
World Esport Association & Professional Esport Association 

Where as IeSF and KeSPA have taken an approach of creating an international body where member 

are national associations, WESA and PEA are bodies where private esport organisation are trying to 

collaborate internally and with event organisers. Both associations have their roots in CS:GO, 

however, the vision is to expand across all esports. 
  
The majority of WESA’s members are European esports organisations, and the only event 

organisers that is a member is ESL. WESA state that their focus is on industry collaboration to 

professionalise esport by introducing athlete representation, standardised regulations, and revenue 

sharing for teams as observed in the NBA. By becoming a member of WESA one must adhere to a 

certain set of rules and there is the option of arbitration in case of disputes. Nonetheless, there have 

been much criticism regarding WESA (Walker, 2016). WESA’s executive board consist of two 

representatives from ESL and two esport organisation representatives. There is an athlete council, 

however, they have no formal power within decision making and this have been under scrutiny. 

Additionally, ESL’s power within WESA, lack of other event organisers and the lack of game 

publisher representation has been debated in the esport community. 
  
PEA was founded in 2016 and the members consist of nine American esport organisations. The 

only sentence in terms of their mission is that “The PEA is a collective of team organisation 

working as equals to advance the industry and mature the business of esports” (PEA, 2018). 
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Besides the list of members and the short mission statement, there is no information to be found 

about this association. 
  
As WESA and PEA attempt to strengthen governance within esports, there are several issues why 

this is not the case. Referring to Baldwin and co-authors (2012), they state that for the governing 

body to regulate they need mandate. WESA have received mandate from several European esport 

organisations and PEA from several American esport organisations. This means that the community 

of esport organisations are wide split, and thus both lack a collective mandate. As all events and 

tournaments at the professional level are international, all of these teams compete in the same 

competition no matter their country of origin, and together with the lack of accountability, they thus 

lack legitimacy and mandate to regulate. Also, as mentioned, there are many event organisers 

within esports, and not just ESL, which means that WESA’s power in the entire industry is limited. 

And as ESL hold two of the boards positions, there is no incentive for other event organisers to 

participate, as their competitor will have the power to make decisions affecting them. However, 

PEA do not even include other stakeholders but American esport organisations. 
  
Having investigated the structure of IeSF, WESA and PEA indicate a scattered environment within 

esport governing bodies. All three associations lack mandate and legitimacy in order to work as 

governing bodies within esport. Although ESL tournaments have implemented WESA standards, it 

is only a fraction of the esport events that are touched by the WESA governance. Hence, as none of 

the of these associations govern esport, the analysis turn to the important actors within each esport 

to investigate how esport is governed. 

Governance Roles Across Esports 

As stated previously in the methodology section, this thesis has a sample of 13 esports as they are 

all played on a high professional level and thus represent the case of the most popular esports for 

both organisations, event organisers, and fans. To identify who govern each esport, Hoehn’s (2006) 

notion of the legislative, judicial and executive power will have to be identified. In order to identify 

each role within each of the esports, an investigation of the connection between the game publishers 

and event organisers based on their current format delivery of esport and previous signs or cases of 

governing conduct has been performed. 
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Call of Duty, Hearthstone, Starcraft & Overwatch 

Activision Blizzard is company based in California, and is very influential on the gaming and esport 

industry. Activision Blizzard deploy esports in numerous games; Call of Duty, Overwatch, 

Hearthstone, and Starcraft. Yet their method of executing esports varies across the different games. 

Call of Duty is a FPS game and the most sought after and most prestigious league is the Call of 

Duty World League (CWL) (Call of Duty, 2018a). This is a league-based esport where teams can 

sign up, earn points by winning matches and thus ultimately be invited to participate in several live 

tournaments during a season. Activision Blizzard has formulated an official rule book that every 

team and athlete must sign and adhere to. Hence, Activision Blizzard holds the legislative role. The 

CWL is managed and operated by MLG, which is owned by the Activation Blizzard. MLG ensures 

fair play and the adherence of the rulebook and thus hold the judicial role. Also, MLG is the organ 

that executes the esport by holding the events, and delivering the esport to the fans of CWL, and 

thus they also hold the executive governance role. Henceforth, Activision Blizzard holds all three 

governance roles, within Call of Duty esports. 
  
The same pattern emerges within the Overwatch League, which is the only professional esport 

within the game of Overwatch, which is also a FPS. Activision Blizzard has created a franchise 

within esports, where esport organisations buy their way into the Overwatch League for $20 million 

per team (Wolf, 2018). Currently the first season is taking place and there are 12 teams 

participating, however, that number of teams buying in the franchise as well as the price are 

expected to increase in season two (Wolf, 2018). When esports organisations are buying in to 

participate in Overwatch League, they agree to the terms and rules laid out by Activision Blizzard, 

which are public, and thus Activision Blizzard holds the legislative role. These rules are enforced 

by Activision Blizzard, and they can penalise athletes that do not adhere to the rules, for example 

Timo ‘Taimou’ Kettunen received a $1,000 fine for anti-gay comments (Overwatch League, 2018). 

Every game of the Overwatch League is played at the Blizzard Arena in Burbank California and 

delivered to the audience by Activision Blizzard, and hence they also hold the executive role.  
  
In the game of Hearthstone Activision Blizzard also hold the legislative role as they have clear for 

all participants in the Hearthstone Championship Tour (HCT). However, Activision Blizzard do not 

hold all the events during the season themselves, but have granted licenses to event organisers to 

hold tournaments that are part of the HCT. This means that that Activision Blizzard and the event 

organisers hold the executive role of organising the tournament, and all the practical aspects. 
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Furthermore, the judicial role is split between the Activision Blizzard and event organisers as event 

organisers can report all incidents to Activision Blizzard but still are the governing position when 

conducting events. In addition, it is stated in the rulebook that every tournament has to follow the 

Activision Blizzard rules and that there might be additional rules depending on the event, which 

athletes must adhere to. Hence, within this esport, the judicial and executive roles are occupied by 

Activision Blizzard and the event organisers. 
  
Within the professional esport of Starcraft, the World Championship Series (WCS), Activision 

Blizzard have formalised a specific set of rules that all entities must apply and follow, and hence 

Activision Blizzard hold the legislative role within Starcraft. However, Dreamhack and ESL 

execute all of the tournaments during the season of WCS in the west and Global Starcraft League 

(GSL) in Korea, which means that the executive role lies solely with the event organiser and not the 

game publisher. Regarding the judicial role, Activision Blizzard and the event organiser hold this 

role. They are both able to punish and make decisions in case of integrity issues. 
  
Dota 2 & Counter Strike: Global Offensive 

Valve own a series of games, however their most popular esports are Dota 2 and CS:GO. Within 

both games, Valve have taken very laissez-faire approach to the top scene of both and especially 

CS:GO. Both games have in common that Valve do not supply a set official esport rules for leagues 

and tournaments to follow and administer. In Dota 2, Valve organises one tournament per year, The 

International, and one can find the format in terms of group stages etc. but no rules in case of server 

issues, match fixing, or the like the problems that may arise. However, the road towards The 

International is a series of 22 events where points are earned and that are operated by independent 

event organisers. For CS:GO, Valve is involved in two tournaments per year, the Majors. The 

allocation of Majors is determined by bidding process, and the selected Major organiser formulates 

the rules of the competition. Moreover, in all the other leagues or tournaments throughout the year 

in the CS:GO scene, the event organisers have to establish their own rules. Hence, in both esports, 

the legislative governance role relies on the event organiser. 
  
As Valve have chosen a strategy to let private event organisers operate esports means that much of 

the responsibility relies on the event organisers. The execution, delivery and information to the fans 

and followers of these esports are the event organiser’s responsibility. They can invite the teams 

they want to have joining their events. The event organisers also have the responsibility to ensure 
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integrity and that the rules are kept in each of their own events, which means that the executive and 

the judicial role of governance within these two esports are occupied by the event organisers. 
  
With that said, Valve still have involvement in Dota 2, as they have implemented an event calendar 

for the entire season and hence deciding which event organisers can participate in their league. 

They have also implemented a transfer system, however besides from these and The International, 

Valve do not participate in the esport. Hence, the majority of esport events are managed by the 

event organisers, and thus argued for that the three governance roles remain with the event 

organisers. 
  
PlayerUnknown’s Battlegrounds 

Bluehole released PlayerUnknown’s Battlegrounds (PUBG) March 23rd 2017 and has become a 

large success very rapidly (Barret, 2018). Given PUBG’s rapid growth, several event organisers 

have branched out to create PUBG as a professional esport. These events organisers have been in 

contact with Bluehole and obtained a license to conduct the esports. However, Bluehole provides no 

official format or rules to the esport, and hence the legislative role relies on event organiser. 

Furthermore, as Bluehole has implemented no esport activities, the judicial and executive roles are 

also positioned with the event organisers.  
  
League of Legends 

In 2009, game publisher Riot published LoL, a MOBA game. In 2014, which was the last time that 

they disclosed their numbers, there were more than 67 million monthly active users, which make it 

the world’s most popular video game. In 2011, the first professional esport events in LoL were 

conducted by a third party event organiser, which reminded a lot of the structure in CS:GO. 

However, already the year after, Riot decided to run their own leagues, and they have been doing 

that ever since (Kollar, 2016). Now in 2018, they organise regional leagues in North America, 

Europe, Korea, China, Brazil and the best teams then meet and compete in the playoffs (Riot 

Games, 2018a). LoL esport have a strict set of rules, penalty index and penalty tracker, which Riot 

delegate (Riot Games, 2018b). Furthermore in 2018, the North American league was converted into 

a franchise, much like the NBA, where only Riot is the league owner and not the teams. Each esport 

organisation has paid $10 million for one season participation (Spangler, 2017). Hence, currently, 

Riot as a game publisher holds all the different governance roles within the esport of LoL. 
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Smite 

Hi-Rez Studios released the game Smite in 2014.  In terms of esports, Hi-Rez Studio administers 

the two existing leagues, the North American and European that meet in playoffs, and thus very 

similar to the LoL setup by Riot. The esport of Smite is thus centralised at the game publisher, 

where all three governance roles lie. 
  
Tekken 7 & Street Fighter V 

Both of these video games are fighting games, where the Japanese company, Bandai Namco, 

developed Tekken 7 (Tekken) and Capcom, also a Japanese game publisher, developed Street 

Fighter V (Street Fighter). Both games have in common that they have rich history of community 

esport events (Baker, 2017) but have in the last couple of years stepped up to become very popular 

esports with hundreds of thousands of dollars in prize money, in each of their own leagues, Tekken 

World Tour and the Capcom Pro Tour. Event organisers in both esports have established a set of 

rules for the two esports, which must be adhered. Furthermore, both game publishers have 

delegated event organisers to participate in each of the world tours and thus the executive role of the 

esport is of responsibility of the event organiser. For both esports, if there are violations the event 

organiser can penalise the participating athlete and thus the judicial role lies with the event 

organiser. 
  
Rocket League 

The game Rocket League is developed by Psyonix and was published in 2015. Psyonix administers 

their own league, which is played online but the teams attending the playoffs are invited to a season 

finale at a given location. In the previous season, the prize pool totalled $150,000 in the finals. 

However, Psyonix allows certain event organisers to host Rocket League tournaments throughout 

the year, for example hosted by ELeague in December 2017 that also had a prize pool of $150,000. 

These are tournaments that are influential and the top teams want to participate in. Hence the 

executive role of the esport is split between Psyonix and the event organisers. Psyonix has provided 

a set of rules that athletes and teams must adhere to, however, there are separate rule sets for all the 

additional events such as ELeague. Hence, the judicial role within Rocket League esports is split 

between Psyonix and the event organisers. Both Psyonix and event organisers have judicial power, 

and hence all the three governance roles are split between the game publisher and event organiser. 
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FIFA18 

FIFA18 is one of the few esports, which is based on the realities of a traditional sport. The series of 

football games began in 1993 and is the only esport, which annually changes its game because the 

esport follows the newest edition of the game, currently FIFA18. The competitive stage of FIFA is 

developing with the games and the new series of 2018 is called “EA SPORTS FIFA 18 Global 

Series on the Road to the FIFA eWorld Cup 2018” and is set to be a landmark competition (EA 

Sports, 2018a). EA Sports as game publisher split the executive role with third-party event 

organisers since the 2018 series will culminate at the FIFA eWorld Cup and will underway consist 

of mass entry online tournaments, all-star tournaments where competitors signed by pro teams 

compete, licenced qualifying competitions by third-party competitive gaming organisations and 

official league partner qualifying competitions (FIFA, 2018b). All qualifying methods are similar in 

terms of rules for two reasons. EA Sports, for authentication reasons, rely of rules provided by 

FIFA in regards to the game-play of football but EA Sports provide a set of rules for the 

competitive esport with regards to competitive structure, match rules, code of conduct etc. (EA 

Sports, 2018b). Hence the legislative role is with game publisher with application of FIFA’s 

football rules. The judicial role lies fully with EA Sports as they appoints referees to all events and 

handle disputes which means that EA Sports as game publisher holds all governance roles within 

FIFA18 as esport but offers the executive role to event organisers as well.   
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 Governance Roles 

 Legislative Judicial Executive 

Call of Duty Game Publisher Game Publisher Game Publisher 

Overwatch Game Publisher Game Publisher Game Publisher 

Hearthstone Game Publisher Game Publisher & 

Event Organiser 

Game Publisher & 

Event Organiser 

Starcraft Game Publisher Game Publisher & 

Event Organiser 

Event Organiser 

Dota 2 Event Organiser Event Organiser Event Organiser 

CS:GO Event Organiser Event Organiser Event Organiser 

PUBG Event Organiser Event Organiser Event Organiser 

LoL Game Publisher Game Publisher Game Publisher 

Smite Game Publisher Game Publisher Game Publisher 

Tekken Game Publisher Event Organiser Event Organiser 

Street 

Fighter 

Game Publisher Event Organiser Event Organiser 

Rocket 

League 

Game Publisher & 

Event Organiser 

Game Publisher & 

Event Organiser 

Game Publisher & 

Event Organiser 

FIFA18 Game Publisher Game Publisher Game Publisher & 

Event Organiser 

Table 3: Governance Roles 
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By investigating the structure and effect of the IeSF and other governing body attempts of WESA 

and PEA, it was deduced that their governing power and legitimacy was very limited. As there is no 

governing body across all esports, each esport has been investigated separately to investigate which 

actor is governing the each esport.  
  
As the table 3 show that the governance roles and power concentration within each esport is very 

different across the sample. What can be deduced from an investigation of the governance roles is 

that game publishers adopt very different strategies of how to manage their esport and how to 

govern it. Across all their esports, Activision Blizzard, Riot, and Hi-Rez Studios holds all three 

governance roles in their esport and is thus using their ownership power to regulate, and govern 

their esports. These three game publishers have taken a very powerful and active role in forming the 

governance structure within their esport, which is similar to Szymanski’s vertical integration of 

sport and what is observed in the NBA and NHL. Conversely, game publisher such as Valve that 

has developed CS:GO and Dota 2 and Bluehole’s PUBG have taken a very laissez-faire approach to 

esports. This means that they have let independent event organisers create and host competitions 

where professional esport athletes can compete. The governance aspect of creating rules, ensuring 

fair play, and responsibility is thus the responsibility of the event organisers. Moreover, in some 

esports there are many event organisers and thus the governance role is spread across the esport. 

Furthermore, in some cases, it is observed that the game publisher and the event organiser share the 

respective governance roles. This means that more than two governing parties exist and thus 

increasing difficult to identify a sole governing party. 
  
Consequently, it means that there is no clear and sole answer to who is governing esports. The game 

publisher has an important role as they update and maintain the actual video game in all cases. Yet, 

many of the game publishers do not take the responsibility to become the governing party in 

ensuring good governance within its esport. Hence, in many cases the event organisers have stepped 

up to take some of the responsibility in ensuring good governance. As the outside associations such 

as IeSF, WESA, and PEA lack legitimacy, each esport has its own governance structure. Now that 

the governance structure is identified in each of the esports, how well are these esports actually 

governed? 
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What is the Level of Governance in Esport? 

“Eventually, the large autonomy, the global dimension and the scandals, together with the ever 

more visible and explicit linkages between sports and other policy domains have laid the basis for 

the calls for good governance in the world of sport.” (Geeraert, 2013, p. 5) 

 

As stated by Geeraert (2015) and multiple other scholars, sports has just like corporate business, 

seen a need for a way to assess governance and in other words if it is “good”. “Good” is measure 

based on subjectivity, just like two persons can listen to the same song and disagree on whether it is 

good or not, and therefore a measure of perception either individually or collectively. This makes 

“good governance” problematic to define without a common and objective way of measuring to 

align perceptions. As mentioned previously in the methodology this checklist is made to include 

four dimensions consisting of governance principles which are of paramount importance to 

governance and which forms a path to a more objective measuring of the “goodness” of governance 

in sports. For full list of the checklist and details, view appendix 1.  

Transparency and Public Communication 

In 2009, Ball (2009) established a definition of transparency, which articulates that openness in 

conveying information is key, and in sports especially towards external actors in order for them to 

monitor the organisation and reduce the probability of corruption in any sort. Communication is the 

conveying of information to the public and this is in multiple aspects from news, rules, strategy, 

organisation, finance etc. A high level of transparency with public communication is considered to 

be an indicator for good governance (Wagner et. al., 2016).  
 

Information 

By evaluating the individual factors and questions it gave a clear view all esports had information 

about the individual games being competed in on an esports level published by in most cases the 

game publisher and event organiser. However, in a few cases like PUBG, event organisers only 

communicated esport information. Respectively, the level of communication on game news was 

lower with only 58 pro cents of event organisers announcing game development news to the public.  
 

When especially information about the game as an esports is being communicated on a high level, 

one could assume that the rules surrounding these esports would be transparent to the public that 
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has an interest in esport, but this is not the case. An investigation shows that only around 75 pro 

cents of game publishers and event organisers actually convey information on the rules of the 

sports. As an example, Valve and Bluehole, game publishers of two large first-person shooter 

games and Dota 2, which is a very popular esport, are not communicating esports rules. Naturally, 

one would then expect event organisers of these games to publish official esports rules, but this is 

only partly the true picture with only some of them being transparent about the rules of the sport.  
 

In the case of CS:GO, the game publisher, Valve, is only publicly communicating anything twice a 

year in connection with their involvement in the two majors (Mikkelsen, 2017). Despite their 

involvement in the majors, Valve has not published any esports rules but multiple event organisers 

are arranging competitive setups with each their own sets of rules and even with some event 

organisers not making the esport rules public. In comparison to football as an example the situation 

could be Freddie Ljungberg playing under one set of rules in the English Premier League, another 

set of rules in the FA Cup and yet another in Champions League for Arsenal F.C. and the supporters 

not knowing any of them. This shows an aspect not observed in traditional sports, which has 

progressed to the commercialisation phase of its development. Generally, non-identical rules in 

sports lead to differentiations or separations of the sport in earlier phases as witnessed with rugby 

which is associated with Australian football or a in a later phase with boxing where money became 

a decisive factor for the separation of organisations.  
 

Rules 

Having esports rules accessible online is a fundamental first step towards ensuring internal 

fundamentals and the inner workings within the esports towards outside interested parties (Geeraert, 

2015). As well as the essential esport rules, by-laws, organisational charts and biographical 

information are also factors, which if they are transparent and communicated to the public improves 

the level of governance and indicates to stakeholders a level of trustworthiness. In the 35 Olympic 

international federations analysed with AGGIS’ framework it shows a good level of transparency in 

this regard and all federations publishes most of the documents (Geeraert, 2015). These additional 

factors as documents are to a high degree not available from the event organisers and only available 

from game publishers when it is required. This indicates a low level of transparency in terms of 

factors, which if transparent, indicates a stable foundation and provides stakeholders with an 

understanding of the organisation governing the esports.  
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Strategy 

Strategy is important for sports as well as in a corporate matter. Strategy is about thinking long-term 

about how to develop in the future and create a competitive advantage over rivals. In the world of 

sports, the competitive advantage translates to an organisation’s ability to outperform rivals by 

having a mission, vision and business definition (O’Brien & Corbett, 2016). The Badminton World 

Federation (BWF) has a clear vision of “Making badminton a leading global sport accessible to all 

– giving every child a chance to play for life” as well as they have a mission and a strategic 

business plan with focus on entertainment, participation, capacity and partnership (BWF, 2018). 

Also smaller federations as World Chess Federation (FIDE) and World Dancesport Federation 

(WDSF) has transparent and publicly available strategies on their websites.   
 

Strategic plans are difficult to find in the esports scene with only few of the esport, EA Sports, 

Activision Blizzard, and Capcom publicly announcing a strategy for the esport. A clear pattern 

could be deduced where the official sites of the esports had no information in regards to strategy, 

however by investigating the game publishers close to 50 pro cents of them did not mentioned 

strategy related to the esport on their website. It is limited with information on esport but more 

information regarding purchase of games, gameplay, and the strategy for the future of games. This 

could suggest that game publishers does not have a strategy for esports and potentially does not see 

the esport environment as an element where they put focus.  
 

The same finding occurs when evaluating the event organisers where just 17 pro cents have 

published their strategic plans for the esports in which they are involved and for them as esports 

organisers. This cannot be justified similarly to game publishers who have multiple business areas 

because event organisers are only directly dependent on esports. As event organisers not being 

transparent about their strategy, it gives stakeholders a feeling on uncertainty (C. Due, personal 

communication, April 18 2018). Uncertainty is not a sign of good governance and in regards to the 

future of the events stakeholders such as athletes might ask themselves why the event organisers 

even entered the esports market and the future of the competitive gaming scene.   
 

Reports 

Annual reports such as activity reports, financial reports, committees reports and event reports 

compose a critical part of accountability and transparency given that they deliver in-depth and 

specific information to the general public on activities and matters performed by the organisation 
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and the completion of the strategy. Transparency is, according to the European Commission, 

regarded as one of the top-level topics concerning good governance (Geeraert, 2015). No reports on 

esports from either game publishers or event organisers are available which do not improve the 

accountability or transparency of esport. Given that many game publishers are private companies 

they are not obligated to public reporting. However as AGGIS indicate, there should be an incentive 

to provide various reports to improve the level of governance. Reports of different forms are 

available from parent companies and owners of the game publishers as well as the event organisers 

but very limited or no information is shared in regards to esports. As an example, Bandai Namco 

Group (2016), who is the publisher of Tekken, has no mentioning of esports in their annual report 

of 2016. EA Sports, who is the publisher of FIFA18, writes in their annual report: 
 

”We also are investing in a number of long-term initiatives that we believe will allow us to better 

serve and deepen our engagement with our athletes, such as our EA Competitive Gaming Division 

through which we will focus our efforts in competitive gaming and esports.” (EA Sports, 2017, p. 

5). 
 

This is the only mentioning of esports in their annual report but other reports on esports, especially 

FIFA 17/18, activities has been publicly communicated. This could be due to the close relationship 

with FIFA and FIFA’s view of themselves as a “(…)world governing body(…)” and their “(…) 

pioneering role amongst international sporting federations in the area of governance, issuing 

regulations and reports(…)” (FIFA, 2017, p. 5). 
 

The finding that there are sparse information about strategic plans and a partly transparent 

environment in regards to esport rules, could be seen as contradictory to the clear picture of the 

majority of game publishers and event organisers publishing information about esports. It indicates 

that there is a wish to be a part of publicly communicating esports to generate interest but not to 

take responsibility while simultaneously being transparent.    

Furthermore, only two event organisers, and none of the game publishers, mention any connection 

to member associations of esports on their website. Even though WESA, IeSF, and ESIC are 

established, event organisers and game publishers seem reluctant to become involved with any of 

these organisations.  
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Disciplinary Actions 

“Without football, my life is worth nothing”(Sky, 2018) – is a famous quote from one of the 

world’s most prominent footballers Cristiano Ronaldo but is he actually in danger of being without 

football? Yes, if an unfortunate accident should happen and he physically would be incapable of 

playing football, but nothing else could cause him to be without football. He would always be able 

to play football, even if every governing body of football gave him a ban from playing football he 

would be able to pick up a ball, gather some friends and play a football match from now on and till 

the end of days. In similar situation, Michael Phelps cannot be prevented from swimming because 

the rights to swimming or football is not owned by anyone. The Federation Internationale de 

Natation (FINA) is the world governing body for the professional aquatics sports. FINA has just as 

well as multiple other sports, clear rules concerning disciplinary actions and penalties in their 

constitution. Hence FINA can ban Michael Phelps, strip him of titles etc. but he will always be 

legally able to jump in the water and swim (FINA, 2018). On the contrary, an esport athlete as well 

as organisations and event organisers are constantly depending on game publishers willingness to 

keep the games updated and online. 
 

FIFA and FINA can take disciplinary action towards members, such as footballers and swimmers, if 

they do not follow the rules, and FINA and FIFA specifies how and why athletes or organisations 

are penalised. In esport, disciplinary actions are sometimes taken by the game publishers and other 

times by the event organisers, as found earlier. In most of the esports analysed, some form of 

information regarding penalties towards teams and athletes are stated either by the game publishers 

and/or event organisers. However, esports such as Tekken and Street Fighter, neither have 

published information on disciplinary actions. Two professional Tekken athletes were banned in 

2017 (Myers, 2017) as well as a professional Street Fighter athlete were banned in 2016 (Matulef, 

2016). However none of the esports have any information on the extend of disciplinary actions 

based on the wrongdoing, which is a clear lack of transparency.  
 

ESIC conducted a survey consisting primarily on CS:GO respondents, and based on that survey, 

developed suggestions for future sanctions in esports as a collective (Tillgaard, 2017). This could 

prove to become a collective guideline for all esports because they individually face similar 

problems like cheating with software, doping, match fixing, manipulation, harassment, ethic and 

integrity. However it demands for the associations with the legislative role to accept rules and 

preferably be transparent about them. In an interview with the former chairman of Esport Danmark, 
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it is made clear there is a need for transparency and rules in general, especially concerning anti-

hacking, cheating and match fixing given that are the most pressing concerns at the moment (J. C. 

Ringdal, personal communication, April 25. 2018). 
 

In general, esport follows the pattern of Olympic international sports federations by having the 

moderate level of governance in this dimension. With certainty this does not imply that 

transparency and public communication cannot be improved but it is a dimension, in regards to 

good governance, where esports do adequate. As an example, all of the Olympic sports are 

transparent and have rules in regards to competing in the sport publicly available, whereas 25 pro 

cents of the esports either does not have transparent and publicly communicated rules or have 

dissimilar esports rules. Not only rules, but also documents and reports of importance could 

improve the level of governance if they were transparent within the organisations.  Thus, lack of 

transparency remains within esports. 

Democratic Processes 

Democracy is often mentioned in regards to politics, especially in the western world. Democracy in 

sports organisations refers to the processes within an organisation obtaining democratic legitimacy 

if sport governing bodies and the stakeholders within follow rules and norms fundamental to a 

democratic conduct (Geeraert, 2013). A lack of democracy in processes within the governing body 

will be more prone to corruption or mismanagement or at least suspicion towards the misconduct 

from stakeholders.  
 

Event Allocation 

In terms of allocating main events in esports such as championships, Majors, finals etc. the findings 

indicate that there are no democratic processes from either game publishers or event organisers. 

None of the responsible parties for allocating offline events are communicating about the decision 

process regarding where, when, how or who is going to host the event before the decision has been 

made. According to the checklist it causes an unwanted risk of corruption and conflict of interest. 

This risk can be avoided or at least reduced by making the bidding process democratic, open, 

transparent and objective (Geeraert, 2015). As an example, reports from the allocation of Olympic 

Games through time are publicly available online with references to democratic processes 
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performed in the election phases and objectiveness showed by being open and transparent to the 

public about the process (Olympic Games, 2018b).  
 

In addition to Geeraert et al. Geeraert (2015) again filed a more extensive and elaborate report in 

2015 where the Sports Governance Observer tool by AGGIS was applied to 35 Olympic 

international sports federations. That report shows that the average score for the 35 Olympic 

international sports federations in terms of allocation of main events is weak, which translates to 

that only a couple of criteria such as the following are fulfilled: 
 

• Clear conflict of interest rules 

• Adaptation of geographical rotation policy 

• Governing body confirms the short list 

• External experts assist with the evaluation 
 

The results of that report does not justify that esports should not improve their democratic processes 

in terms of event allocation and not take it into account, yet it only implies that this indicator does 

not appear to gain much attention from sports federations. The indicator is still, based on AGGIS, 

an important element in the dimension of democratic processes, in order to achieve a good level of 

governance. 
 

One could argue that this indicator is of even greater importance to esports due to the online aspect 

of esports, where multiple esports are based primarily on online gaming where the allocation of the 

event is irrelevant because the athletes, teams, referees, spectators, fans etc. can participate in the 

event from wherever they wish, as long as they have an online connection. This means that the 

major events, which in esports are referred to as the offline live events, hold great importance, as 

they are often main events. Examples are being playoffs or finals as rounding off the season like in 

FIFA18 with the lead up to qualifying for the eWorld Cup Grand Final (EA Sports, 2018c). It could 

also appear as in Call of Duty, where online competitions offer a chance or possibility to win points 

that are needed to qualify for the offline live events or “grand slams” classified as CWL because of 

high prestige and price money (MLG, 2018). Their rarity as a product in comparison to events in 

traditional sports lifts almost every offline event in esports to a level compared to “super series” 

tournaments in badminton or “major championships” in golf. This could imply that the democratic 
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process of allocating large-scale events in esport should be better than in traditional sports given 

that most offline events are major but it is not the current picture.  
 

Diversity 

Today, diversity is very important in multiple settings. Bryson (1987, p. 349) proclaimed, that 

“Sport is a powerful institution through which male hegemony is constructed and reconstructed 

and it is only through understanding and confronting these processes that we can hope to break this 

domination”. Three decades later, some still proclaim that sports are male dominated and the 

pattern is additionally found in esport. The game publishers, which are classified as public or 

private companies do, depending on the requirements, address diversity to the extent they are 

obligated to on a corporate level, however, zero pro cents of them encourage diversity actively in 

regards to esports, as no information on the matter was to be found. Some game publishers have 

focus on diversity internally as corporate policy, such as EA Sports, however they do not express 

that these policies are translated into their activities in esport (EA Sports, 2017). It can be argued 

that if diversity and inclusion are corporate values they would or should translate into every branch 

of the corporate but with no transparency on such matters of the esports branch it is not possible to 

confirm if it is reality.  
 

The esport scene is dominated by male stakeholders as seen on the athletes’ side with the top female 

athlete coming in as number 269 on the world ranking of total prize money earned (E-Sports 

Earnings, 2018b). Even though there are female stakeholders it is predominantly male stakeholders 

who are engaged in the professional esport environment (Featherstone, 2017). AnyKey an 

organisation created by Turtle Entertainment is an advocacy organisation dedicated to support 

diversity and focused on women in esports. AnyKey states:  
 

“Organisers should also keep in mind that the women/people of color/LGBTQIA (lesbian, gay, 

bisexual, transgender, queer, intersex, asexual) who have long been active in your competitive 

gaming space are some of your best resources to help that growth. In addition to the above 

recommendations, we strongly encourage organisations to look to these people in their own scenes 

for the diverse set of talent, insight, and expertise they hold.” (AnyKey, 2017, p. 7) 

 

The event organisers are sparsely encouraging diversity with some of them like World Electronic 

Sports Games (WESG) including female categories in their esports events. On the front page of 
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AnyKey’s webpage it states a partnership between AnyKey and ESL but neither ESL or their parent 

company Turtle Entertainment indicates any activities to encourage diversity in esports other that 

hosting separate male and female events in certain esports (ESL, 2018).  
 

Ensuring diversity, and especially gender equality, in esport, including in governing bodies, is 

needed in order to ensure that the development of esport is in everybody’s interests (Katwala, 

2000). Studies have verified how diversity in organisations can boost performance and people of 

colour, sexuality, disability etc. can function as role models and inspire further diversity and belief 

in people (Sealy & Singh, 2010). Other scholars have argued that too much diversity in boards and 

committees, as an example, can lead to decreased efficiency in monitoring and/or decision making 

and thus can diversity prove to become a burden to the organisation as a whole (Thomsen & 

Conyon, 2012). It is generally shown to be a weak factor in the aspect of democratic processes for 

traditional sports where multiple sports are actively encouraging diversity in connection with the 

actual sport but very limited in terms of the organisation and official positions (Geeraert, 2015). 

Which means that esport might not be as bad in this aspect as projected if compared to traditional 

sports.  

  

Participation   

Democracy is another word, which has had enormous impact on shaping the world we know today 

and is also a crucial element in sport. One must remember that, “Participation of the governed in 

their government is, in theory, the cornerstone of democracy(…)” (Arnstein, 1969, p. 216) and thus 

in sports as well. It is also important for athletes and teams and other stakeholders who are 

considered governed by the governing body, as they must actively participate. Participation is 

important because democracy cannot exist with only one party. The parties must communicate, both 

speak and listen, in order to have the foundation for democratic processes to be performed. 

Communication and participation are two cornerstones of democracy and therefore it is investigated 

if game publishers and event organisers democratically interact with stakeholders at an official and 

formal event.  

    

Only one game publisher, Activision Blizzard, has an official and formal event organised where 

stakeholders have a chance of meeting with game publisher. BlizzCon is the official name of set 

event and it is a “Celebration of epic games and an epic community” as stated by Blizzard 
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Entertainment Inc. on the official BlizzCon webpage. Although it is a place to celebrate and meet, it 

seems clear that BlizzCon is not an event for dialogue, only Q&A with no substantial depth 

concerning esport and presentations are on the schedule but they are monologues from Blizzard 

Entertainment to stakeholders (Blizzard Entertainment, 2018).  
 

Additionally only one event organiser arranges an official meeting with stakeholders. According to 

Casper Due, a former esport athlete and now coach, ESL is in corporation with WESA arranging a 

couple of mandatory athlete meetings a year where ideas by ESL are introduced, however it is rare 

that the organisations have any influence (C. Due, personal communication, April 18. 2018). He 

believes that the arrangement of this formal and official event is in order to prevent conflicts and 

share information, rather than having stakeholders participate and communicate in a discussion to 

order to create a democratic environment with democratic processes.  

 

Participation by those governed can be in many forms such as directly by being included in the 

governing body’s boards, committees etc. but in esports this has not found its inclusion yet so 

another form of participation has come up in order to stimulate more democracy. This form has 

come with the rise of technology and is now a big part of the communication in the esports 

environment. Online forums are massive chat rooms where stakeholders of esport communicate 

about almost everything. The interesting part is the vast majority of esports has official online 

forums and that, with the exception of one game publisher, all other game publishers have actively 

created online forums for their respective esports. This confirm that the online forums are official 

and certain game publishers like Activision Blizzard for Call of Duty, have even made rules and 

regulations regarding their online forum (Call of Duty, 2018b).  
 

The question remains if it in reality improves the level of governance in esports. At first it is better 

than not having an online forum as a communication tool for organisations, event publishers and 

game publishers. Although, the application of this forum appears to be for the community players 

and not the professional organisations, which indicates no relation to democratic processes and the 

participation opportunities for the professional scene. It appears to be very dependent on the 

individual esport confirmed by investigating Valve, the publisher of CS:GO and Dota 2 where 

Casper Due indicates that in CS:GO, Valve only communicates online to the athletes and not with 

the athletes (C. Due, personal communication, April 18. 2018). In Dota 2, Casper Due indicates that 

the athletes have more power currently and Valve therefore actively communicate with athletes and 
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acknowledge the opinion of the athletes which Lars Esmarch, an esports journalist, confirms (L. 

Esmarch, personal communication, April 26. 2018).  
 

The impression is that the online forums in most cases are created with the focus on the community 

and the possibility for especially community athletes to converse with each other. The opinion of 

the professional athletes and other stakeholders interviewed to this project is that the online forum 

and general communication, which amongst other factors should initiate democratic processes, is 

not having an effect. The general governance level of the dimension of democratic processes in 

esports is low to none existing on an official level and there seem to be a majority of one-way 

traffic with game publishers and event organisers in the driving seat. Relating to the Olympic 

international sports federations analysed using Sports Governance Observed it seems to be a strong 

dimension of governance in comparison to the other dimensions but it is very fluctuating amongst 

the 35 federations in level (Geeraert, 2015).  

Checks and Balances 

This dimension is important to good governance because its purpose is to prevent power 

concentration as mentioned in the literature review and make sure that when decisions are made, it 

is robust, independent and free.  It is important both at the corporate and the sports world. 

Democracy is very closely associated with checks and balances and as a collective they have a very 

big impact on the likelihood of corruption (Geeraert, 2013).  

 

Documentation 

Similar to the previous two dimensions, one is again met with same the obstacle of lack of 

information due to game publishers and event organisers being private companies that have chosen 

only to disclose a limited amount of information. Therefore information is limited on governance 

matters and in terms of measuring checks and balances. This is shown in the factors of internal 

audit committee, externally audited and standards for good governance. In regards to those factors it 

has only been possible to evaluate based on the parent companies of game publishers and event 

organisers. All parent companies that chose to disclose governance documents have an internal 

audit committee and are additionally also externally audited to ensure proper decisions are made, 

however it is not known whether esport activities are audited. Recognition of a code or formulation 

of their own standards of good governance was coherent with the other two indicators.  
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Ethics and Integrity Code 

Another indicator by AGGIS and recognised by IOC for good governance is if the organisation has 

or recognises an ethics and integrity code for all its members and officials. The ethics and integrity 

code is there to define intolerable behaviour in the organisation and to make sure nobody practices 

unethical (Geeraert, 2015). AGGIS research indicated that only 49 pro cents of the 35 Olympic 

sports organisations had a code of ethics and integrity which is lower than 50 pro cents of event 

organisers and the 100 pro cents of esports which has a code provided by either game publishers or 

event organisers (Geeraert et al., 2014). Just two game publishers do not have an ethics and 

integrity code, Valve and Bluehole. A difficulty in terms of this indicator for esports is that with the 

lack of transparency and public communication and democracy makes it extremely difficult for the 

stakeholders to ensure compliance with the code by the governing bodies.   
 

Disputes 

Disputes arise in business as well as in sports and it is for that reason that the Court of Arbitration 

for Sports (CAS) was established in 1981 and that all Olympic international federations including 

multiple other national federations has recognised CAS (CAS, 2018). No esports has officially 

recognised CAS and therefore refers to other courts of arbitration via their parent company.  
 

One could assume that the growth of esports could reflect a growth in disputes as well esport and 

CAS could become necessary in the future. The disputes in traditional sports are manifold but not 

all disputes end up in connection with CAS however some of great importance does. In esport, the 

disputes are currently mostly regarding gambling and match fixing although there has been talk of 

doping, Casper Due informs it is only ESL that performs doping tests and no others are taking it 

serious yet (C. Due, personal communication, April 18. 2018). Doping may not be a big problem in 

esport yet backed by only two event organisers complying with World Anti-Doping Agency 

(WADA) but as seen in other sports it often follows the incentive or pressure to win.  
 

Gambling 

Match fixing, and more importantly gambling on esport, conversely to doping is projected to be a 

$23,5 billion business in 2020 or even more if one considers the illegal gambling as well (Statista, 

2018b). This increase in gambling expenditures will undoubtedly raise incentives to gambling and 

could prove to have an increasing effect on undesirable behaviour, such as match fixing. Around a 

third of the game publishers do not have gambling rules and neither do three quarters of the event 
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organisers even though the first match fixing scandal happened eight years ago and it is believed 

that ninety pro cent of the betting on esports is illegal (The Economist, 2017).  
 

It is unclear how well esports performs in terms of checks and balances because a lot of information 

is not disclosed. The checklist investigation found that some game publisher had governance 

documents on a corporate level although it is unclear whether the companies’ esport activities are 

audited. However, every esport have an ethics and integrity code, which is at a higher level than the 

Olympic international federations. Regarding disputes in esport, no appeal processes are clear 

which is a sign of low level of good governance. Together with the projected increase of gambling 

one might assume that match fixing could prove a larger future issue.   

Solidarity 

AGGIS describes this fourth dimension as a dimension of sports governance, which has projected 

itself onto the sporting environment from the corporate sphere (Geeraert, 2013). The English 

Oxford dictionary defines solidarity as “mutual support within a group” (Oxford University Press, 

2018a) and solidary as “a group or community characterized by solidarity or coincidence of 

interests” (Oxford University Press, 2018b). Thinking about these definitions in the corporate 

sphere could make one relate to CSR. CSR is a significant corporate governance dilemma, which 

had been debated enormously by scholars over the years. An accepted definition has therefore not 

been confirmed but it is a wide-ranging argument for the best overall results for a society comes 

from maximising the interests of all communities in a society, even though this argument is also 

being challenged (Thomsen & Conyon, 2012).  

 

Social Responsibility 

Companies involving themselves in CSR are deciding to be responsible towards all stakeholders 

hence social responsibility can take many forms in the corporate world and be for multiple reasons. 

The increase in demand for socially, ethically and environmentally responsible behaviour for 

corporations is also reflected in sports of all levels. INGSO’s therefore has a chance of showing 

mutual support within the sports group they are involved with to stakeholders such as member 

federations, employees/volunteers etc. but also to go beyond their own sports group to the general 

public.  
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“Given the sociocultural values of sport – they in fact have the potential to have a huge positive 

impact on the wider society – it seems only fair that international non-governmental sports 

organisations “give something back” to society, as, historically, sport relies heavily on public 

financial support and even today sports activities often rely on public funds.” (Geeraert, 2013, p. 

7).   
 

Religion and sport has through time proven to have massive impact on the society surrounding all 

people. In religion “giving something back” is often associated with charity and multiple religions, 

including Christianity, Judaism, Hinduism and Islam are all encouraging to give back (Weber, 

2016). Sports are also becoming more and more engaged in giving back and being social 

responsible to the society that they are so dependent on financially and in other ways.  
 

AGGIS has chosen the definition of social responsibility, “a continuing commitment by an 

organisation to behave ethically and contribute to economic development, while also improving the 

quality of life of its employees, the local community, and society at large” (Watts & Holme, 1999). 

And the research on the 35 Olympic international sports federations was very indecisive with some 

federations providing no information and doing nothing in regards to social responsibility to others 

with such as the international ski federation (FIS) having excellent solidarity programmes on their 

webpage (International Ski Federation, 2018). In esports only about a third of the game publishers 

have social responsibility programmes and an actual strategy, which is in association with the 

esports. A good example is Activision Blizzard, who through their esport Call of Duty, which is 

based on military actions, has launched the Call of Duty Endowment which is a social responsibility 

program regarding efforts towards improving the quality of life for veterans and getting their 

careers back on track (Activision Blizzard, 2018b). Some parent companies of game publishers and 

event organisers engage in CSR, but they are not directly related to esports but more to a corporate 

level as environmental matters etc.      
 

Traditional sports as well as esports can benefit from a strategic approach to social responsibility 

because having a clear strategy ensures that activities are not neglected in for other commercial 

activities. Many scholars have argued that CSR has or can have a positive effect for the corporate 

and so does the argument translate into sports (Geeraert, 2015).   
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Anti-Discrimination 

Another indicator included in this dimension is a clear anti-discrimination policy. Discrimination 

and harassment arise out of race, sexual orientation, religious/political belief, history, and many 

other reasons which all in all should be fought by the INGSO in order to a free environment 

(Geeraert, 2015). This indicator has within esports proven fairly good given that the two thirds of 

the esports have game publishers taking responsibility of this matter and close to half of the event 

organisers as well. It shows to be the same story in traditional sports based on the research by 

AGGIS where fourteen of the examined federations does not announce or have an anti-

discrimination policy. This could indicate that this factor in reality is not an important part of good 

governance since close to half of the federations does not have a policy for it but one can not argue 

with anti-discrimination being a worldwide phenomenon with me most recent #MeToo Movement 

focussing on sexual harassment of women. Online bullying has also been a big topic since the rise 

of social media and with the esports community being based online it is not unrealistic for one to 

assume that bullying, online and offline is or might become an issue in the future.        
 

Solidarity as a dimension of governance in esport is on a level similar to traditional sports as a 

collective, where some indicators are not possible to measure because the organisation simply does 

not acknowledge and other indicators proving to be excellent in some and very weak in others. 

Some game publishers like Riot have a high level of governance in regards to solidarity where 

Bluehole shows a very low level of solidarity. All in all this could be a dimension where game 

publishers and event organisers involved in esports, given that esports is a newcomer in the world 

of sports, could put more focus. The more focus on social responsibility could influence the success 

of esport, differentiating itself from other sports and building a better reputation and brand-image 

externally and internally create positive attitudes and behaviour which ultimately could result in 

coincidence of interests and a win-win situation for esports and the surrounding environment 

(Geeraert, 2013).   
 

To summarise the level of good governance in esport, it can initially be said that similar to the 

Olympic international sports federations, nobody is perfect. In terms of the four dimensions, esport 

indicates to have a high level of governance in regards to transparency and public communication 

hence this dimension also seems to reflect some challenges in esport. Transparency and public 

communication is about openness and conveying of information such as information about the 

game as an esport, which prove to be of a high level as well as general esport news. One interesting 
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finding in this dimension was in particular the information on the rules of the esport. 25 pro cents of 

game publishers do not publicly communicate esport rules, and in this group some of the world’s 

largest esports. Event organisers are only partly assuring transparent esports rules, the same level of 

25 pro cents, and esports are therefore left with some uncertainty aspects in regards to ensuring 

internal fundamentals and inner workings. Additionally to esport rules, by-laws, organisational 

charts and other official documents regarding governance information are to a high degree not 

publicly communicated and indicate a low level of governance. 
  
Another notable result is that strategy does not seem to be a consideration for either game publisher 

or event organiser. The long-term thinking is not a priority in regards to esport and it potentially 

creates an unstable environment where esports is not prioritised. This is a sign of low level of 

governance as well as the fact that nearly no reports regarding esport were communicated to the 

public. Reports concerning activities, finance, committees and events are critical to uphold 

accountability and being transparent about them, increase integrity and legitimacy. The fact that 

many of the game publishers are private companies has to be taken into consideration because it is 

an important factor in regards to their lack of disclosure. Some parent companies are legally bound 

to publicly communicate certain information but most of the available reports gave no indication of 

esport in regards to strategy, activities, finance etc. 
  
In addition the information regarding penalties and sanctions in esport, indicate a low level of 

governance because professional athletes careers are dependent on the game publishers. It is an 

uncertain environment if esport organisations cannot gain insights into disciplinary actions that 

might be ruled against them and the consequences for the involved. This all proves that the level of 

transparency and public communication is not good but with some esports performing better than 

others. 
  
In general, democracy seems to be a foreign word in esports in general. Processes within esports are 

lacking democracy and show increasing signs of possibilities of corruption or misconduct. As an 

example, the allocation of main events is not a democratic process because no information 

regarding the decisions to locate offline events in terms of timeframe, etc. are public prior to the 

announcement of the actual decision. Similar to traditional sport this criterion is troubling in esport. 

Multiple other sports do not seem to put much attention to the matter although the largest sporting 
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events, such as Superbowl, FIFA World Cup and the Olympic Games have multiple democratic 

processes incorporated. 
  
AnyKey is actively advertising diversity in esport, which in general lacks in esport unless esports 

on a corporate level is obligated to do so and even there it is unclear how that translate from parent 

company to the esport. Esport is in general male dominated and because there is a lack of women 

participation on multiple levels it might cause problems with lack of inclusion in the future. 
  
Participation is the cornerstone of democracy and a necessity for democratic processes. Therefore 

communication, in order to participate in a democracy and to take active part, is of utmost 

importance. But in terms of participation, the stakeholders are limited because the findings are that 

there are no official and formal events organised with stakeholders concerns are heard. The few 

events that are arranged as stand alones or in connection with tournaments are for the most part 

monologues where no aspects of democracy are present. Organisations do not get the impression 

that they are heard and are not able to influence the environment. Additionally they believe that the 

events are more in order to prevent conflicts of not sharing information and not having the event, 

than to communicate and encourage democratic processes. However, game publishers have 

established online forums where technology has provided ways to enhance democratic processes 

This indicates a good level of democratic processes if one believes the online forums are 

communication tools for dialog between different stakeholders and especially with the game 

publisher or event organiser engaging with organisations. The impression is though that online 

forums are created for the community and not in order to encourage democratic processes. 

Therefore the dimension of democratic processes in esports is of a very low governance level.  
  
Preventing concentration of power is important in sport and that is the purpose of the dimension of 

checks and balances where information from game publishers as well as event organisers has been 

scarce. Private companies involved in esports are not disclosing information at the level of which is 

suggested by AGGIS. Audit committees, both external and internal as well as standards of good 

governance have only been possible to evaluate when released by parent companies in annual 

reports. The concerning aspect is whether esport are audited and follow standards of good 

governance. Therefore, the level of good governance for this aspect is not confirmable. 
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Ethics and integrity code is present in esports, with only a few game publishers not having such 

code in contrary to traditional sports where the majority did not have a code. Ethics and integrity 

codes are a sign of good governance but esports lack signs of showing that they ensure compliance 

with the code. Additionally no esports has recognised CAS and potential disputes arising from not 

complying with the codes or other matters are therefore not clearly defined in terms of handling 

those disputes. Doping, match fixing and gambling are also reasons for conflicts but with a lack of 

rules and checks for stakeholders it seems that these problems are taken less serious than what is 

suggested as good governance by AGGIS. 
  
In total the dimension of checks and balances is hard to measure given the lack of available 

information and the uncertain connection of auditing and standards to esports. There are signs of a 

high level of checks and balances but also signs given from stakeholders of this dimension not 

being given the level of importance, as it ought to get in esports. 
  
The fourth dimension of the checklist is for esports to show mutual support within a group 

characterised by coincidence of interests. Just a third of game publishers have social responsibility 

programs and activities and some parent companies do as well but there is no clear linkage to 

esport. 
  
One indicator where esport seem to have put attention is on anti-discrimination policies where the 

vast majority of game publishers and event organisers. Solidarity as a measure of good governance 

in esports is fluctuating with some indicators showing a high level and others a low level. Other 

indicators are not possible to measure because of lack of availability.   
  
The level of good governance for esport measured by the checklist is generally low for transparency 

and public communication, very low for democratic processes, fairly good but unclear for checks 

and balances and moderate for solidarity there the indicators are very fluctuating.  
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What are the Main Governance Challenges in Esport? 

As mentioned, the essence of agency theory is the relationship between stakeholders, and the 

problems that arise from situations where interests of stakeholders do not align. Therefore, it is 

essential to investigate the relationship as well as the interest of the specific stakeholder in order to 

understand current challenges.x 

Stakeholder Interest 

The interest of athletes in esport is similar to the one of athletes in traditional sports as Kobe Bryant 

famously said: “I want to be the best, simple and plain, that’s why I play the game, and to be the 

best you have to win, ant that’s what drives me” (ESPN SportsCentury Documentary, 2009). This is 

the interest of esport athletes to become the best, legends and remembered as athletes of any sport. 

Some athletes might be driven by financial reasons like footballer Neymar da Silva Santos Júnior 

playing for Paris Saint-Germain others by honour as AS Roma’s Francesco Totti, who refused all 

transfer offers in order to honour his childhood club. Whatever drives the athlete is unimportant in 

this sense because the goal is to achieve sporting success and success can be measured subjectively. 
  
Previously esport organisations have been referred to as teams and their athletes but it has become 

clear during interviews with multiple stakeholders that athlete, coach and general manager interests 

within an esport team do not always align. The organisation as the esport team is interested in 

sporting success as well as the athletes but they are primarily driven by financial reasons. This is 

due to most organisations being invested in or owned by private persons or corporations who sees 

them as investments such as Cloud9 with NFL Hall of Famer Joe Montana and Team Liquid with 

The Walt Disney Company (Garren, 2017). 
 

When referring to the esports organisation internally, the relationship between team and athlete is of 

a form where the athletes are acting as agents for the team as principal. The problems can then arise 

when interest of an athlete does not align with the interest of the team and can be in regards to many 

aspects where one is the competitive calendar, which will be elaborated later. 
  
The organisers of esport events are essential to the esport environment, and are the sole reason for 

some of the games even evolving into esports. Their interests are of a commercial aspect where the 

objective is to get a financial return by creating awareness of esport. If the interest in esport by the 
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public grows, it will increase the interest from external stakeholders that potentially want to become 

involved. This will potentially encourage investment in esport and further commercialise esport 

events as their product, which the event organisers will try to exploit for an economic return. 
  
The relationship between game publishers and event organisers are very different and very 

dependent on the governance role of which the game publisher has taken. If one considers Smite 

where the game publisher Hi-Rez Studios have taken all the roles in regards to the competitive 

esport side, the relationship between event organiser and game publisher is perfectly aligned 

because one can assume that no conflict of interest will arise when Hi-Rez Studios has all 

governance roles and conducts the Smite esport scene. The same can be said about Call of Duty and 

Overwatch, published by Activision Blizzard and Riot publishing LoL. This means that agency 

problem type 1 in regards to owner-manager is not a factor because the ownership and management 

is not separated and therefore have same incentives.     
  
In PUBG, the event organisers actively hold the governance roles of legislative, judicial and 

executive, but that does not mean that all interests necessary are aligned and that agency problem 

type 1 does not exist. When game publishers are in control, own and operate the whole esport part 

of a given game they are not dependent on others, but event organisers are. Event organisers can 

take all the governance roles, control and operate the esport scene as in PUBG but they are still 

dependent on game publishers such as Bluehole because they hold the intellectual property rights. 

Using the ownership power or not indicates something about the interest of the given game 

publisher but despite that event organisers can never be independent because of the intellectual 

property rights and potential licenses lays with game publishers (Taylor, 2012). There will therefore 

be a relationship although it in some cases can be very modest if game publisher is not interested in 

esport at all. Other times it is important that interest of game publishers and event organisers are 

aligned and the relationship is strong when the two split one or all three roles, as is the case with 

Rocket League or else owner-manager problems can potentially originate. 
  
Since game publishers are corporations their goal is financial return. In general, corporate goals are 

to maximise their profits, minimise their expenses and maximise their market share. The same 

situation is present for game publishers who mostly still view themselves first and foremost as game 

producers and not sports providers (Chao, 2017). This indicates the interest in making money for 

the shareholders of the company by publishing and selling electronic games. Hence, agency 
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problem type 3 between shareholder and stakeholder can arise if there is incentive for the game 

publisher as shareholder to take a decision, which has impact on stakeholders but is not in their 

interest. This can be very essential in esports where as opposed to other sports, game publishers 

have the property right of the game which essentially is the foundation of the esport and can decide 

to do with it as they wish. 
  
In 2017, Adam Brickell (2017, p. 603) stated, “The integrity of a sport, its governing institutions, 

its competitions, its participants, and each of its individual contests, has rightly become recognized 

as a fundamental pillar upon which everything else in the sport is built and relies.”.  He indicated 

that all stakeholders of esport should have one aligned interest and that is to establish and maintain 

integrity for esport and it needs collaboration. Collaboration indicates relations between 

stakeholders and in the esport environment the relations are the links between game publishers, 

event organisers, organisations consisting of teams and athletes. 

Pro Esport vs. Community 

This is where the first real challenge shows but it shows itself in different lights depending on the 

specific esport. Special attention will be given to Valve as the game publisher of CS.GO and Dota2 

as well as Riot, as the game publisher of LoL because of the different approaches in terms of 

vertical integration and governing entity, the two have taken towards their respective esports. 
  
As stated previously, the difference between video gaming and esport is the competitive side but as 

history continuously is made, esport evolved from gaming and playing video games was for the 

community when it first began. On the external side, esport is contending to be recognised as a 

sport but what many people does not know is that a similar contest is present internally. The battle 

concerning the esport scene and the community scene internally is very present with Valve and the 

CS:GO esport as stated “Valve mainly focus on the community and not the professional scene which 

makes us feel invisible” (C. Due, personal communication, April 18. 2018). Another professional 

CS:GO athlete indicates that Valve does not take up much space on the esport scene and 

additionally adds that he as a athlete has become used to that (N. Petersen, personal communication, 

April 23. 2018). 
  
Interestingly enough esports are themselves promotion for video games and there should therefore 

be large incentives for game publishers to promote esports, as it shows off their game in an exciting 
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and competitive format. Karhulahti  (2017, p. 46) state in quote below that the relationships existing 

in esports is not like relationships in traditional sports and must therefore be viewed differently:  
  
“The relationship between an esport product and its profitmaking owner is thus significantly 

different from that between any traditional sport and its governing institution (or sponsor). The 

relationship between esport products and their profit-making owners is not merely a spin-off from 

sport business and media markets, but a new technologically determined philosophy and politics of 

sport.” 

  
The biggest difference is profit. Traditional sports organisations as the International Ice Hockey 

Federation (IIHF) is according to their current statutes and bylaws a non-profit organisation but that 

is not the case with game publishers, they are all for-profit. Therein lie the difficulty and the type 1. 

agency problem of owner-manager when the owner such as Valve is focused on making profit and 

has designed a commercial product, which they wish to profit from and has event organisers like 

ELeague to manage the most recent major competition in CS:GO (ELeague, 2018). This has proven 

to not be the biggest challenge according to Casper Due (personal communication, April 18. 2018), 

who explains that event organisers are managing the esport of CS:GO by themselves all year except 

for twice a year where Valve gets financially involved in Major. This implies some agency costs in 

the form of bonding expenditures for event organisers in order to prove their worth to Valve. The 

main challenge can be said to be an agency problem type 3. where shareholders, in this case game 

publishers, take a decision based on their own interest which has an impact on the stakeholders, 

which depending on the decision can be specifically impact a group of stakeholders or the 

collective. 
  
As mentioned Valve focuses on the community because that is where the commercial opportunities 

to make profit lies. This means that decisions based on the game itself are made with the amateur 

gamer in mind. As an example, a new weapon or update in gameplay can be added which is not in 

the interest of the professional esport athlete but which might be in the interest of the average 

athlete. This is troubling for the CS:GO esport because it could ultimately damage the esport if 

changes of a significant scale are being implemented. Valve is only involved to make a profit of the 

community where organisations and event organisers are involved for the esport (L. Esmarch, 

personal communication, April 26. 2018).  
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“As a professional athlete it is annoying not to be listened to as we generate so much hype 

surrounding the game” says Nicolai Petersen and according to scholars as Massonat & Mykles 

(2016) and McDaniel et al. (2016) he has a point (N. Petersen, personal communication, April 23. 

2018). The esport audience is one of the most sought after audiences in general and consists of 

mainly males in the age of 15-35. This demographic is very hard to engage with for marketing 

purposes due to the diminishing consumption of traditional media forms and therefore also 

traditional advertising (Massonat & Mykles, 2016), and thus the basis for commercial operations of 

event organisers. One could believe that Valve has incentive to use this opportunity without the 

event organisers and could operate esport themselves as Riot does, which is in consistent with Tomi 

Kovanen’s (personal communication, April 22, 2018) statement that “esports is basically marketing 

for games”. However, in the current constellation, Valve minimise their costs, as they let the event 

organisers pay for the arenas and tournaments but capitalise on the market generated by hopefully 

selling more games and skins to the public. This is the situation that Nicolai Petersen does not find 

sustainable, as athletes generate hype and goodwill for Valve but get nothing in return directly from 

Valve. 
  
This potential is possible what Riot has seen given that Riot very involved in the professional esport 

scene of their game LoL, and they have taken all governance roles and commercialised the esport 

enormously in comparison to other esports. This would solve the agency problem in CS:GO if 

Valve chose to do the same because it eliminates the separation of owner-manager and puts 

shareholder interests closer to interests of stakeholders because Riot has a more financial incentive 

to esport. Although this sees like a valid way to align interest, Jens Christian Ringdal (personal 

communication, April 25. 2018) argues that the approach that Riot has taken to esport is destroying 

the community. He believes that another problem exists with Riot where the gap between 

professional LoL organisations in the top tier and the rest is devastating. With a payment of $10 

million for one season participation in Riot’s American LoL franchise it is in big contrast to CS:GO 

where any team can become professional if they are good enough. 
  
The challenge is mainly to find the right amount of involvement. Brickell (2017) argues that those 

with the intellectual property rights being game publishers and partly event organisers have the 

control and commercial levers of the esport, and must take control the rules and settings despite 

risking conflicts that could present itself in the situation. Additionally Purewal and co-authors. 

(2016) imply that there is a significant link between governance of esports and the commercial 
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growth potential of esport. While the statistics and predictions for the future does not show the same 

picture there seem to be a concern from existing and potential commercial partners of esport, 

including big global corporations, of need for a higher degree of commercial sophistication, 

intellectual property protection and reputation management prior to their readiness to extensively 

invest in esports (Purewal et al., 2016).   
  
It has not been possible to acquire comments from organisations involved with Riot because they 

are to sign a nondisclosure agreement and as Lars Esmarch (personal communication, April 26, 

2018) states “Riot owns them”, however, it appear that both CS:GO and LoL organisations wish for 

a balance between community gaming and professional esport where the perfect balance is yet to be 

found. 

Communication & Democracy 

As found in the investigation of the governance level in esport, there is potential for governance 

issues. Due to the centralised roles of governance and the checklist investigation, esport might be 

prone to governance issues. Hence, investigating the relationship between game publisher, event 

organisers and esport organisations in terms of communication and democracy elements are 

important.  

 

An example is the case of Valve that publish the esports CS:GO and Dota 2. Both Casper Due 

(personal communication, April 18, 2018), Nicolai Petersen (personal communication, April 23, 

2018), and Lars Esmarch (personal communication, April 26, 2018), state that it is a problem that 

there is no official communication channel to Valve. As found in the first part of the analysis, Valve 

has delegated the professional esport scene to event organisers. Yet, Valve is still in charge of 

updating and writing the code of the game, which has an effect on the actual game play when 

athletes are competing. There tend to be glitches and imbalances in the game, and there is no 

official channel for the professional athletes to send a direct inquiry to let their opinion known, 

other than social media for everyone to see. The game publishers have official forums, however, the 

intended use of these are that regular athletes can discuss the game, and not professional matters. 

Furthermore, when Valve decides to update map pool, which is the ‘fields/court’ that the 

professional athletes compete in, they announce on their blog and through Twitter, and that is a 

clear sign of one-way communication by Valve (L. Esmarch, personal communication, April 26, 
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2018). Several athletes have expressed criticism of Valves approach of just changing the maps 

within the game, as none of the athletes will have had time to practice the map before entering a 

tournament (Toledo, 2018; Wecksell, 2018). Moreover, in Dota 2, there have been cases where 

Valve employees leak information to some athletes and not others, which creates imbalances as 

some teams will have more time to prepare than others (Mao, 2018). These incidents indicate that 

the lack of communication from Valve to the pro esport athletes and thus a governance challenge.  

 

Yet, how is event organiser’s communication with game publishers? In esports where the game 

publishers have taken a laissez-faire approach, such as Valve with CS:GO, and Bluehole with 

PUBG, there are significant differences in their communication with event organisers. In CS:GO, 

event organisers receive a tournament license, typically with limited directions and rules regarding 

the execution of events, which both Kovanen (personal communication, April 22, 2018) and 

Byskov (personal communication, 2018) state can be positive as event organisers have a high 

degree of freedom. Nonetheless, as almost all event organisers want to host a major, they typically 

follow the direction of past majors given that there are no clear requirements put out by Valve (C. 

Due, personal communication, April 18, 2018). However, in Dota 2, Valve have taken a more 

structured role as they have decided where and which event organiser gets to hold events and thus 

communicated. Also, the event organiser in PUBG states that they provide feedback from their 

tournaments back to Bluehole. PUBG is a very new esport and thus they are still in the 

experimentation phase of even settling on a specific format of esport. (PUBG Event organiser, 

personal communication, April 26, 2018). As event organisers are executing the events, they 

provide valuable insights that they deliver to Bluehole. However, midst writing this thesis, Bluehole 

announced their own game publisher run event. As mentioned by the PUBG event organiser 

(personal communication, April 26, 2018) this came as a large surprise, as no information about the 

event was sent out to community. 

  

Returning to the Major allocation within CS:GO indicate a lack democratic process and essentially 

a governance issue. Valve sponsor two events a year, the Majors, and these respective major 

executions is given to an external event organiser. The requirements generated by Valve (2018) are 

very vague that event organisers should be “innovative and exceed expectation”, “ideal location”, 

and “experience” (Valve, 2018). There is no clear vision or guideline that Valve demands. This can 

create a lot of freedom, innovation and great event, however, the event organisers struggle to know 
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what Valve is searching for. This means that many event organisers are submitting applications to 

to hold the major, without even knowing what Valve is searching for. There tend to be general 

consensus about what Valve are searching for, however, the situation creates uncertainty for the 

event organisers (C. Due, personal communication, April 18, 2018). Hence, allocation of events in 

esport is a governance challenge. 

  

In cases where governance roles are centred and combined at the event organiser, governance issues 

within the communication between event organisers, esport organisations, and athletes are 

observed. A general observation is that the event organisers also tend to use a one-way 

communication in the perspective of athletes and coaches (C. Due, personal communication, April 

18, 2018; N. Petersen, personal communication, April 23, 2018). By now, the common standard is 

that every esport organisation have a contact person during events and tournaments. These contact 

persons tend to handle minor elements such as catering, practice locations etc. in order to ensure 

their welfare and optimal conditions. Nicolai Petersen (personal communication, April 23, 2018). 

states that this was not always the case, and that the event organisers have become a lot more 

professional. Furthermore, many event organisers, such ESL and Dreamhack within CS:GO, invite 

athletes for an athlete meeting where athletes can raise concerns. Yet, the notion is that these 

meetings have a more practical purpose than ensuring more valuable feedback. Typically, the 

athlete meeting tends to focus on shuttle busses to event arena and the hotel rather than feedback to 

the event regarding the format or the competitive rules (C. Due, personal communication, April 18, 

2018), and this is a governance challenge as the participating stakeholders are not represented.  

 

In addition, a common observation is that the athletes express their discomfort on social media 

instead going directly to the event organiser, which is why the event organisers have established the 

pro athlete meetings. The event organisers do not want negative statements regarding the execution 

of their events. However, in general, many athletes hold back their feedback and criticism as they 

are afraid of not being invited to the next tournament, if they ‘disbehave’. (C. Due, personal 

communication, April 18, 2018; L. Esmarch, personal communication, April 26, 2018). Hence, the 

investigation show that there is a communication problem between the event organisers and 

athletes. The event organisers want to limit the athlete’s negative communication on Twitter, 

however, if the athletes do not feel that their concerns and feedback are heard at the athlete meeting 

or through the contact person, their method of raising awareness is through social media instead of 
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an official communication channel where the correct people were reached. Yet, the athletes do not 

want to be in bad standing with the event organisers (T. Kovanen, personal communication, April 

22, 2018), which again stress the need of secure communication channel. 

 

However, the literature indicates that a democratic and accountability element such a right to appeal 

is important for good governance. As identified, legislative and judicial role within an esport may 

be hold by both the game publisher ad event organiser or one of them. As mentioned in the 

literature review, the third component of regulation is a fair and transparent due process. The 

checklist indicated that almost none of the event organisers nor the game publishers provide a 

concrete way to appeal a decision made by the event organiser or the game publisher. Currently, 

only ESL through WESA provides an appeal processes. Nonetheless, several interviewees state that 

having a clear arbitration or appeal process is not important to them and hence not a challenge, 

which is an interesting finding. 

  

Furthermore, as the game publishers have ownership of the game, they can use their legitimacy to 

implement regulation and decide on the direction of the esport singlehandedly. This factor has been 

taken into account on the checklist inspired by Geereart (2014). The findings showed that only the 

EA Sports and Activision Blizzard mention their strategic plans to be engaged in esport. 

Nevertheless, several interviewees did not express a concern of the game publishers singlehandedly 

can shut down or radically change the game (C. Due, personal communication, April 18, 2018; N. 

Petersen, personal communication, April 23, 2018; T. Kovanen, personal communication, April 22, 

2018). A reason for this could be the approach of the structural form of legitimacy because Valve is 

the right to do update this esport, as then the esport organisations or athletes would care to take an 

interest in this situation. 

Esport Rules 

Returning to Szymanski and Ross’ (2007, p. 616) quote that stated “A fundamental characteristic of 

modern sports is the adherence to a fixed set of rules. Rules imply governance(…)” and that OECD 

(2015) incorporate the element of rules within their definition of governance indicate that a clear set 

of rules are important within good governance in both corporate and sports governance. 

Additionally, in the first part of the analysis, it was found that several actors can hold the legislative 

and judicial role of governance, however, the investigation by using the aforementioned checklist, it 
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was found that several game publishers and event organisers do not publish their rules of the 

esports. In esports where game publisher and event organiser was vertically integrated, this was not 

the case, as they have clear rules of competition and everything surrounding the competition. The 

investigation showed that in three esports, namely Dota 2, CS:GO and PUBG, where the game 

publisher had not published rules surrounding esport at a professional level. Instead, it is up to the 

event organisers to formulate the specific rules. But, in all of these three esports there are multiple 

event organisers. In Dota 2 there are 10 different event organisers taking part of the most 

prestigious league and tournaments, the Pro Circuit (Valve, 2018b), more than six in CS:GO, and 

four in PUBG. Moreover, the checklist investigation showed that not all of these event organisers 

publish their event rules and that they are not consistent as event organisers across esports have 

different rules. The literature indicate that this situation is indicating a lack of transparency and thus 

a governance challenge, however is this the case? 

 

What was uncovered through the interviews were that all the teams and professional athlete receive 

the rules for the event ahead of the event (N. Petersen, personal communication, April 23, 2018; F. 

Byskov, personal communication, 2018), and thus all event organisers publish the rules, however, 

not all are available to the public. Furthermore, data collection through interviews showed that there 

are different opinions on the standardisation of rules. Firstly, in the case of CS:GO, Frederik 

Byskov (personal communication, 2018) states that the rules are clear and that it is the team's’ 

responsibility to follow up on the different rules even though they might be similar. Casper Due 

(personal communication, April 18, 2018) admits that he was in doubt that the rules were even sent 

to the competing teams, which gives an indication that he does not read the rules because he has 

been in the industry for so such a long period of time. Similar pattern is observed with Nicolai 

Petersen (personal communication, April 23, 2018) as he states that it is not that important with a 

unified set of rules. Moreover, Tomi Kovanen (personal communication, April 22, 2018) state that 

this rule situation is not a problem for the current professional athletes, as they just read the rules for 

every tournament. Kovanen even adds that by increasing the transparency regarding the rules, the 

fans and other stakeholders will just start questioning the rules instead of asking what the rules are. 

Conversely, The PUBG event organiser (personal communication, April 26, 2018) revealed they to 

a large degree collaborate with the professional athletes to find optimal solutions and evolve the 

rules. However, the reasons for doing so were that pro athletes in PUBG will decide not to play a 

specific tournament if they disagree with the rules. Hence, the motivation changing, releasing, and 
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using the rules differs across esports where segmented rules apply. What can also be deduced is that 

the lack of rule transparency and standardisation are not as important in esport, as initially thought 

in literature review. 

Participant Integrity 

Another factor found within the interviews and by observing the industry is the issue of integrity of 

the participating organisations and esport organisations. As stated in the literature review, a 

fundamental essence in sports governance is to ensure integrity and high ethical standards. 

Furthermore, going back to ownership, through the interviews it was revealed that there are several 

organisations, besides from game publisher, that are vertically and horisontally integrated. For 

example, RFRSH owns and operates the CS:GO tournament, BLAST Pro Series, and own a stake in 

two competing teams, Astralis and Heroic. Another example is the Russian organisation ES Force. 

They own two competing CS:GO teams, a CS:GO tournament organiser, and two esport gambling 

websites. Hence, if ES Force wanted to, they could place a bet through their own gambling website, 

on their own team(s) that compete in their own tournament. This situation can be prone to integrity 

matters, and as mentioned in the literature review, the integrity of the resides in fair competition 

(O’Boyle, 2017). But what have been done to counter this situation? 

 

Valve have taken no measures against this situation. WESA has implemented rule regarding dual 

ownership of teams, and as a member of WESA, ESL is expected to implement these guidelines, 

when they take effect in the end of 2018. However, this is only one event organiser preparing to 

adopt this rule. Regarding an esport organisation owning an event and a competing team, RFRSH 

has implemented a three-man committee to make independent decisions if a ruling is appealed, yet 

no names are mentioned. Nonetheless, many of the interviewees acknowledged the potential 

problem, yet none of the interviewees suggested an increased level of enforcement and adoption of 

rules that focus on this (N. Petersen, personal communication, April 23, 2018; C. Due, personal 

communication, April 18, 2018). Potentially because there has not been a scandal yet with the 

involved parties nor did not give it attention 

Calendar Problem 

As mentioned previously, there are severe agency problems within the chosen stakeholders of this 

thesis. This has made game publishers such as Riot, Hi-Rez Studios, and to large extend Activision 
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Blizzard to oversee and execute esport themselves. However, these agency problems exist within 

Dota 2, CS:GO and PUBG where game publisher has renounced most responsibility in terms of 

their game’s esport and this relates to moral hazard. Within these esports, especially one challenge 

was repeated in all interviews, namely the event calendar problem. This problem relates to the 

previous analysis of esport’s commercialisation where the stratification stage was skipped, which 

might have initiated the current state. 

  

As Valve only participate and endorse two events means that they occupy two weeks a year, all the 

remaining event organisers can choose any other day during the year to execute their own events. 

And as the number of event organisers have increased, as well as the number of events that they 

execute, there are many events for the top CS:GO athletes can choose to participate in. This 

situation has led a very competitive environment between the event organisers in the CS:GO esport 

scene and indicates a certain level of information asymmetry. These events organisers fight for the 

grace of the best and most popular teams to attend their events, not just in terms of the prize pool, 

but also in terms of training conditions, five star hotels, food etc. Also, because every event 

organiser want to host a Major, a lot of uncertainty is created, as Valve do not announce the major’s 

location that long time in advance. This has event organisers to withhold their future plans and dates 

about upcoming events a secret until a few months before the execution of the event (C. Due, 

personal communication, April 18, 2018). 

 

As the event organisers are not releasing information regarding dates about their upcoming events, 

put stress on the planning of esport organisations and athletes as they have shorter time to prepare 

and arrange travel. Due to the number of events, it is not uncommon, depending on where they live, 

that these athletes have more than 150 days of travel a year (C. Due, personal communication, April 

18, 2018), and this gives very little time to practice (Burazin, 2018) and plan (L. Esmarch, personal 

communication, April 26, 2018). Furthermore, it is very common that some events will have teams 

participating that have been directly invited and some teams that have earned spot at the event 

through a qualifying tournament. Which teams that get invited to these events changes, however, 

the event organisers tend to invite the teams with the largest fan bases in order to generate hype and 

obtain the most viewers for their sponsors. However, for esport organisations it is very hard to plan 

their calendar if they do not know whether they have to play a qualifier or directly invited to an 

event. 
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In addition to the directly invited teams, the CS:GO news outlet, HLTV has a ranking list of the 

best CS:GO, which is updated after each large event. Many event organisers also use this list to 

decide which teams they should invite directly. Each esport organisation earn points by winning 

matches, which is only done by participating in events. Hence, if an esport organisation decides to 

skip an event, their position on the HLTV ranking list will drop, which creates an incentive for the 

esport organisations to participate in as many events as possible. However, as there are so many 

events, some esport organisers feel that they have to skip certain tournaments in order to be able to 

prepare for other tournaments, but by doing the team may decrease their ranking points, and thus 

they maybe have to play qualifiers as they are not directly invited anymore. Ultimately, due the 

high number of events and fear of losing ranking points that will force them to participate in even 

more events due to the qualifiers, the esport organisation and athletes have very filled and 

unstructured calendar. Even though the HLTV ranking and popularity are common explanations for 

directly inviting teams, there are still a lack of clear rules regarding the selection process. Regarding 

the event, BLAST Pro Series, Byskov (personal communication, 2018) state that is a “combination 

of world class teams and local heroes”. Thus, a clear reason for the event problem is the lack of 

transparency between the event organisers. 

 

A similar event calendar problem was observed in Dota 2, and Valve have taken the responsibility 

to order and create an event schedule throughout the entire season in top level of Dota 2 esport. This 

give esport organisations an overview of all the events and therefore a more stable calendar. Several 

of the interviewees believe that CS:GO should follow the same footsteps as Dota 2 to ensure more 

stability in the calendar (C. Due, personal communication, April 18, 2018; N. Petersen, personal 

communication, April 23, 2018). Conversely, Tomi Kovanen (personal communication, April 22, 

2018) and Malthe Munkøe (personal communication, April 26, 2018) believe that the free market 

forces will prevail as some event organisers will be pushed out or the market will be fed up with the 

number of similar tournaments. However, Byskov (personal communication, 2018) believe that the 

event organisers will become better at collaborate as has been observed in PUBG esport. 

Nonetheless, the calendar problem remains a challenge within esport. 

Alignments of interests, or at least well-defined interests, are essential in corporations as well as 

sports to establish clear relationships. This is to some degree where most governance challenges in 

esports originate. A challenge in esport, which has existed from the beginning, is the alignment of 

interests with esport amongst stakeholders and therefore their relationships. Especially the interest 
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of game publishers is essential because it shapes much of the environment in the individual esports. 

If game publishers are actively engaged in governing esport and have taken all governance roles 

this challenge is often deduced to only concerning their relationship with organisations. Hence, if 

the game publisher have not taken all governance roles or have taken none the interest of game 

publishers is questioned and creates uncertainty within the esport given that they hold the property 

right and the ownership power of the game. The challenge arises when event organisers and 

organisations are dependent on game publishers who has the ownership power of the game and 

therefore the esport but do not disclose this important information in their strategy in fact, as 

mentioned earlier only few has a specific strategy regarding their intentions to esport. They show 

limited interest in esports and focus just on business aspects that provides profit. 
  
Deriving from the above stated challenge is the challenge of type 1. agency problems between 

owner and manager as observed in CS:GO. Valve is focused on making profit on the 

commercialised game CS:GO and this implies some agency costs for event organisers in the form 

of bonding expenditures to win the favour of Valve to host one of their sponsored major events. In 

addition, type 3. agency problems of shareholder/stakeholder seems to be a challenge in the 

relationship between game publishers and organisations. The organisations believe that Valve 

focuses to little on the professional esport as opposed to the amateur community. Decisions are 

made by Valve which organisations can not contest and which benefits the community solely. This 

causes a stir on the esport scene of CS:GO but the Riot way of conducting esport is also not 

collectively desired. Riot is very involved in the professional esport of LoL but arguably forgets the 

community in their way of conducting esport business. The challenge is how much game publishers 

should get involved in esports and how. 
  
Communication is another even in esport where it should be natural to take advantage of the 

technological development to a great extent. Communication is in CS:GO a one-way street where 

official channels are most often being used by amateur athletes and professional athletes let their 

opinions be heard on social medias because they do not have other options in order to be heard. 

Hence the relationship between organisations and event organisers in terms of communication 

seems to be better with some event organisers searching for feedback. Additionally the 

communication between event organisers and game publishers are well functioning in PUBG but 

challenging in CS:GO where democracy in general also seems to cause challenges. Allocating the 

most important events of the season is based on vague requirements and this creates uncertainty for 
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event organisers that are left searching for Valve’s favour given they are the sole decision maker. 

Official communication via dialog and democratic participation in the processes involving the 

current and future of esport is a challenging. 
  
Esport seems to not follow the theory in regards to the importance of transparency of esport rules. 

The general sense from organisations and event organisers is that transparent esport rules will not 

make a change to the esport scene and communicating unified rules might even diminish the 

freedom in esports. It might be that non-existing or different esport rules are not seen as a challenge 

in esport by the stakeholders as the theory suggest but other rules as ownership and fair competition 

must be. Again it seems that only some aspiring governing bodies like WESA has implemented 

rules concerning dual ownership and even though organisations and game publisher Valve are 

aware of it there is nothing that suggest that it be considered an immense challenge before a 

potential scandal become reality.   
  
Hi-Rez Studios have taken control of the esport scene related to their game but others have not and 

that create a free market where competition is fierce. Especially competition amongst event 

organisers reflects on to organisations that have hard time planning a season of tournaments when 

dates, locations and qualifications/invitations are communicated short time in advance. Game 

publishers wants the best events, event organisers wants to host the best events and have the most 

popular teams compete in their events, while organisations wish to take part in the best events by 

being invited by event organisers based on their ranking and popularity. This challenge is current in 

Valve’s CS:GO but not Dota2 and not in Smite and creates a wish for a more stable and predictable 

calendar is a wish for stakeholders.  

Are Successful Esports Related to an Increased Level of Governance? 

As mentioned in the methodology section, three measures to compute the most successful esports 

have been used to determine the most successful esports in the industry. The measurements were 

prize money, where the higher prize pools indicate higher success. The same rationale surrounds the 

measurements of athlete yearly earnings and number of viewers, all in average. Yet, does successful 

esports associated with increased governance? 
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Prize money is a success criteria, because it provides insights to how well commercialised the 

esport is. The average prize money of the top 15 largest tournaments in the previous twelve month 

is $18.666 for Tekken, $181.856 for Overwatch and $2.526.660 for Dota2, hence it is clear to see 

that the actual average prize money is fluctuating a lot between esports where the largest difference 

is from rank two to one where the difference is three and a half time the size. A bit more than three 

times as many average viewers are watching LoL compared to Dota2. Tekken is averaging 16.283 

viewers per tournament and in the middle is Street Fighter with 103.807 average viewers. This 

indicates how popular the esports are in the eyes of external stakeholders. With some athletes 

having financial incentives in esport it is clear to see that Dota 2 is where the earnings potential is 

largest with close to four and a half times the average earnings of CS:GO. Yearly average earnings 

are less fluctuating with the exception of Dota2 as the outlier. The bottom eight earn on less than 

$100.000 on average a year and the next four are averaging from around $150.000 to $300.000 

annually. The success criteria are chosen to all be of equal importance with disregards to the 

numerical differences with the values they are based on therefore equally ranked from one to 

thirteen. This is done because the analysis is only to compare between esports collectively and not 

to measure their given success individually. 
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Prize 

Money 

Rank 

Viewers 

Rank 

Athlete 

Earnings 

Rank 

Combined 

Score 

Rank of most 

successful esport 

Dota 2 1 2 1 1,3 1 

LoL 2 1 3 2,0 2 

CS:GO 3 4 2 3,0 3 

Hearthstone 6 6 6 6,0 4 

Smite 4 11 7 7,3 5 

Call of Duty 5 12 5 7,3 6 

PUBG 9 3 11 7,7 7 

Overwatch 7 5 12 8,0 8 

Starcraft 12 8 4 8,0 9 

FIFA 8 9 8 8,3 10 

Street 

Fighter 10 7 9 8,7 11 

Rocket 

League 11 10 10 10,3 12 

Tekken 13 13 13 13,0 13 

Table 4: Esport Success Measures 

  
Using the findings of Table 4, it shows that Dota 2, LoL, and CS:GO are by far the top three most 

successful esports in the industry based on the success criteria chosen in this thesis. However, these 

three esports have fundamental different approaches to governance and governance roles. Valve’s 

engagement in Dota 2 and CS:GO esports is very limited and all governance roles resides at each of 
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many different event organisers. Contrary, in LoL, Riot holds all three governance roles which 

indicate a very centralised governance structure within that esport. Nevertheless, the table can 

indicate that Montesquieu’s idea of separation of powers may not affect the success of the esport 

(Bibby, 2016). Another pattern is regarding esports where the governance roles are shared or mixed 

between the game publisher and event organiser. The five lowest ranked esports share or have 

mixed roles of governance within their esport, where Hearthstone is an outlier which may indicate 

that mixing governance roles across vertical integration lower success of esport. 
  
Another element that can be found in table 4 is that esports where all governance roles are 

centralised at the event organiser have high ranks in terms of viewers. CS:GO is rank 2, PUBG rank 

3, and CS:GO rank 4 in terms of viewers. This may indicate that event organisers have more free to 

operate, they create better and more interesting events for the fans and viewers of esport. This is 

consistent with the statements of Tomi Kovanen (personal communication, April 22, 2018) and 

Frederik Byskov (personal communication, 2018) that event organisers being more free in terms of 

their relationship with game publisher, will create better executed esport events. This is also 

consistent with the findings of the interest and objective of the event organiser. Moreover, due to 

the aforementioned competition between these event organisers, the table may indicate that the 

internal competition between the event organisers are leaving the viewers better off and thus the 

governance does not have a strong effect on the views of esport. 
  
Additionally, by using the checklist derived from Geereart (2014) and AGGIS (2013), it was 

identified that 25 pro cent of the game publishers do not publicly disclose their rules and in some 

esports there is not a unified set of rules as there are differences at each of the events, which was 

observed a very low level of governance and potential cause of governance issues. The esports that 

have neglected formulation of rules are Dota 2, CS:GO, and PUBG, however, these games are very 

successful, especially in terms of viewers, as mentioned previously. This could indicate that game 

publishers involvement in creating a standardised and public rule set is not important in terms of the 

success of the esport. This is consistent with the findings through the interviews where it was found 

that rules are not a major concern for the participating stakeholders (C. Due, personal 

communication, April 18, 2018; N. Petersen, personal communication, April 23, 2018; T. Kovanen, 

personal communication, April 22, 2018; F. Byskov, personal communication, 2018). Furthermore, 

this notion can also indicate that that viewers and fans of esport simply do not care about the 

missing rules and they just want to enjoy the show. 
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Another finding throughout this thesis was the lack of strategic plans for esport by the game 

publishers, as this was identified as a lack of transparency and communication towards 

stakeholders. However, what was found in the interviews were that this is not a concern for the 

athletes, event organisers, esport organisations, as they believe that the esports that they are 

competing in will continue to grow (C. Due, personal communication, April 18, 2018; N. Petersen, 

personal communication, April 23, 2018). But does this lack of transparency, and thus governance 

affect the success of esport? The esports where game publisher have a publicly communicated 

strategic vision for esports are Starcraft, Call of Duty, Hearthstone, Overwatch, FIFA18 and Street 

Fighter, which are published by Activision Blizzard, EA Sports, and Capcom. Investigating these 

esports show that they are not comparatively more successful and thus it can indicate that having a 

public strategic plan regarding esport may not be important to be successful. 
 

Described previously in the analysis, the interviews revealed that the event problem is a crucial 

problem and lack of transparency within esports where the game publisher has taken a limited role. 

The event calendar problem creates uncertainties for event organisers, the esport organisation, and 

athletes due to agency problems and misaligned objectives. Event organisers are in constant 

competition in getting the best weekends for their events, so that they do not clash with a Major or 

other competition that might make some teams more reluctant to participate. However, this is on the 

expense of the esport organisations as they cannot plan their travels, practice and potentially have to 

play qualifying matches. Yet again, the esports that inquire event calendar problems are CS:GO, 

Dota 2, and PUBG. As mentioned earlier, these games are highly successful, especially in terms of 

viewers. This may indicate that the event calendar problem is not interfering or disturbing those 

esports, and thus not an important factor to the success as the viewers cannot get fed up with 

watching the same teams repeatedly. 
 

By linking governance findings and challenges with the measures of success the different esports, 

the thesis was able to determine whether several governance issues affect the success of the esport. 

Regarding separation of powers and governance roles it is indicated that the esport’s success is not 

affected by centralisation of power and governance. On the contrary, it was found that those esports 

that had mixed or shared governance roles were combined less successful, which opposes the 

literature and theory mentioned in the literature review. 
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Additionally, the table indicated that the esports where event organisers are increasingly able to 

operate as they are less dependent on the game publisher, had an increased ranking of viewers. This 

indicates that esports that are managed by event organisers are not performing worse than esports 

where the game publisher have taken a strong presence. 
  
In regards to the athletes, it were indicated that they are not concerned with the standardisation and 

publication of esport rules and disclosure of the game publisher’s strategic plan for esport. The 

compared success of the esports indicated no pattern that esports in less transparent situation are 

performing worse than others. Also in connection to the organisations, the event calendar problem 

indicated no influence in the success of the esports, which may be signalling that the calendar 

problem is not a governance issue, which reflects on the success of esports at the moment. 

However, the event calendar problem may not be a problem for the game publisher, or as large of a 

struggle to event organisers as it is to the organisations, but will this struggle be a potential 

significant governance issue in the future if the environment evolves? 
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Discussion 
Following the extensive analysis of governance in esport, which began with the development to 

commercialisation and ended with investigating if the successful esports are tied to an increased 

level of governance, three important areas of esport governance has been deduced. The three areas 

of interest are esport rules, democracy and communication, and calendar problems. Interesting 

about these areas is that they all are current issues, which could potentially impact the future of 

esport. The following discussion will initially focus on widening the analysed areas of interest and 

deliberating on the scope of the governance issue and additionally elaborate on means to improve 

set areas.   

Esport Rules 

The first important area that has been investigated throughout this thesis is the one of rules and 

regulation. Firstly, is the rules that are connected to the esport and competitions. In the beginning of 

the analysis, it was found that due to swift development of esports, esport has skipped the 

codification in the evolution of sport, which is one of the reasons that there are no unified standard 

rules. This is especially true within esports where the game publisher has a very limited role, which 

was found in the investigation of the different governance roles within each of the esports. Within 

esport where the game publisher has control of all governance roles, a firm set of rules is found. In 

the esports where the game publisher has taken a laissez-faire approach, there are numerous event 

organisers bringing inconsistent rules in for example CS:GO, according to the checklist. 

Subsequently, it was found that athletes and esport organisations do not find this situation 

problematic and esport where there is limited access to rules do not perform worse than other 

esports where rules are more accessible. Nonetheless, the lack of public and standard esport rules 

creates several annotations. 

 

Regarding the success of the esport, it was found that esports with lack of consistent rules do not 

suffer in terms of viewership. On the contrary, they are determined to be quite successful. However, 

given that the rules are different, there might arise a situation where an athlete breaks a rule at an 

event, which is not a breakage of rule at another event. At first glance, this may not seem like a 

potential challenge of the sport, but imagine the situation with more than ten event organizers in an 

esport. In this situation, it will be complicated for the fans, viewers, and other stakeholders to oblige 
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and recognise rules, which potentially can cause a conflict in the esport due to the lack of self-

regulation, consistency, and hence legitimacy. However, one could argue that the viewers still 

watch the esport and that they continually will. Yet, as mentioned in the commercialisation of sport, 

a standardised set of rules tends to be an important factor for a sport to develop.  

 

Another element is the integrity of the participating esport organisations and athletes. As 

mentioned, there were no rules currently enforcing private companies owning esport organisations, 

betting companies, and event organisations simultaneously. The argument is that the viewers do not 

react to this situation, however, what the fans and viewers care about is the integrity and fair 

competition, as it is vital to sport. As mentioned, when relationships between private actors are 

intertwined, like at ES Force, limits the overall integrity of the sport. Currently, this might not be 

the case, but history and literature have shown that it can potentially affect a sport negatively. So 

why is esport not taking the necessary steps to be proactive about such a constellation? One could 

argue that it is because the power is too decentralised across the multiple event organisers, and no 

one wants to take the first charge and risk conflict in for example CS:GO.  

 

In connection to the event organizer making their own rules, one could argue that the differentiation 

of esport rules creates ways for the event organizer to differentiate themselves in the market, as it 

offers freedom in the market for the individual event organiser. However, standardisation may 

create a more stable environment, not just for the event organiser, but also for all other stakeholders 

in the esport industry. Moreover, when Nicolai Petersen (personal communication, April 23, 2018) 

and Casper Due (personal communication, April 18, 2018) state that a standardised set of rules are 

not important, they are only viewing it from their own perspective. They have been in the esport 

industry for years, and know the setting and what is expected of them. However, it is narrow 

minded, as it is not only themselves that are dependent on these rules. Behind the stage, there are 

multiple employees, fans, sponsors, and other stakeholders that rely on the enforcement and 

understanding of these rules.  

 

However, besides the standardisation, the fact that many of the rules are not public, can also be 

exaggerated as a governance factor. Taking the importance of public rules into perspective is for 

example, to think when was the last time the average football fan visited FIFA’s website to update 

oneself on the latest rules updates? When a fan turn on the TV or go to the stadium one knows the 
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situation, expectations and regular standards of what is a yellow card and what is a red card. The 

same notion applies in esport. Any event that may seem irregular or inconsistent with regular fair 

play is decided with a feeling that is based on years of experience and engagement as an observer of 

esport.   

 

However, if one does visit FIFA’s website regularly one can find plenty of information on the video 

assistant referee (VAR) is under consideration in FIFA tournaments (FIFA, 2018d). Yet, before 

VAR is going to be implemented, it will be tested and analysed, and ultimately, the decision to 

implement the software will be made by the member federations. If implemented, VAR will change 

the rules of the game in terms of the game significantly. However, in esport, if a new technological 

improvement or small change is created, the game developers do not have ask anybody, they can 

just implement it. Hence, the game developers can change the rules of the game without asking 

anyone. It can then be argued that the increasing technological development, especially in esports, 

can potentially be an impactful governance challenge, as every stakeholder will be affected by the 

change.  

Democracy & Communication 

Previously it was discovered that the level of democratic processes within esport governance was 

fairly poor as indicated by the lack of democratic processes regarding allocation of important 

events. Additionally, it was also uncovered that the communication between esport organisations 

and game publishers shows no constructive signs. Official forums are for the community players 

and official events communication channels for professional esport athletes are primarily 

monologues by the game publishers.  

 

Visualise this setting in a corporation with market revenue of $655 million previous year and 

projections of reaching $1,65 billion in 2021 where information regarding internal processes are not 

disclosed or proven to being democratic and additionally there are close to no options to 

communicate with the corporation (Statista, 2018c). This setting will not increase interest of 

potential investors or legitimise to existing stakeholders that no corruption or centralisation of 

power is present. In addition to that imagine that the corporate strategy is not communicated and 

available. This adds an uncertainty of the corporation’s intentions and plans for the future. 
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This is the actual reality of esport. Game publishers are not communicating strategies and esport 

governance is not indicating that power is not centralised hence it does not raise concern with 

athletes “I am not at all concerned with Valve closing CS:GO in the future” (N. Petersen, personal 

communication, April 23. 2018). Why is that? How can it not be an area of concern for a 

professional athlete, who possible have dedicated all resources to succeeding, that success is partly 

in another party’s hand? The situation with esport is that more and more athletes enter the esport 

scene knowing that whether they prosper in Smite, Tekken or FIFA their sporting future is 

ultimately in somebody else hands. Valve can chose to exclusively focus on Dota2 in the future 

hence dismiss to maintain CS:GO. This will impact that a whole industry concerned with CS:GO, 

consisting of organisations and event organisers as well as stakeholders outside the scope of this 

thesis, will terminate with no option of reversing Valve’s decision. It is concerning and might be 

said to be naïve that a professional esport athlete, that being in CS:GO or in any other esport, is not 

concerned about their future opportunities being tied up to a single entity with unlimited power.  

 

The rapid growth of the esport blinds the organisations from seeing the potential future. There are 

reasons to why traditional sport associations like Fédération International de Volleyball (FIVB) 

have established stakeholder representation in boards, council and committees as well as voting 

regulations (FIVB, 2018). When the growth of esport decreases, the situation for stakeholder will 

change and there will be a wish for communication with or stakeholder representation when 

decisions regarding the future of esport will be discussed.  

 

There is a lot of uncertainty about the esport environment in terms of independency and power 

concentration as Jens Christian Ringdal, who has been involved with esports in multiple positions 

explains “The esports ecosystem is complicated and complex due to a lot of people with multiple 

different hats on” (J. C. Ringdal, personal communication, April 25. 2018). This quote indicates a 

power concentration in esports where some people have multiple interests because they represent 

multiple stakeholders. This means that decisions cannot be made independent and free.   

 

Contradictory is it that CS:GO esport athletes Casper Due (personal communication, April 18, 

2018) and Nicolai Petersen (personal communication, April 23, 2018), are complaining about 

Valve’s interests. On one hand they do not concern themselves with Valve’s strategy and interest in 

connection with them owning the intellectual property rights to CS:GO but Valve’s interest in 
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making a profit of the community is troubling. This indicates that the interest of Valve is not 

concerning for them about the future but about the present. This is narrow minded and could 

suggest that the players do not see the full scope of the possible future consequences with not being 

able to communicate or being ensured about democratic processes as well as knowing the game 

publishers intentions with the esport game.  

Calendar Problem 

In this thesis investigation of governance in esport, a central issue was discovered, namely the 

calendar issue. The event calendar problem was first identified through the interviews in the 

analysis process. However, other parts of the analysis identified the roots of the calendar problem. 

Given that esport have not been codified in a single organisation and lack structure by bypassing the 

phase of stratification in the commercialisation of sport, this was identified to be cause of the event 

calendar problem. Furthermore, it was deduced that esports that were subject of the event calendar 

problem, were esports where the event organiser hold all three roles of governance. In the 

investigation using the checklist, elements such as lack of transparency in terms announcing Majors 

in for example CS:GO and event organisers not announcing their event dates and invites, also were 

a cause of the event calendar problem. Yet, the event calendar problem remains complex, as esports 

where the event calendar problem was present, remains successful.  

 

The strategy that the event organisers have undertaken by not publishing the dates is a clear sign of 

the event organisers acting out of self-interest, which can harmful for the other stakeholders focused 

on in this thesis. For example, in CS:GO, given the many events and that the event organisers 

continue to delay their announcement of dates and invites, athletes can potentially burn out of the 

stress level (L. Esmarch, personal communication, April 26, 2018). Furthermore, Nicolai Petersen 

(personal communication, April 23, 2018) states that esport athletes in many cases do not have time 

to take vacation. In the summer, the esport organization together with athletes must decide on a 

certain week to go on holiday even though they might miss qualifying matches or events. Hence, it 

can be argued that the current structure is not sustainable in the long run. The event calendar 

problem is taking its toll on the many athletes, which may cause them to decline or withdraw from 

events. The impact of this could be that event organisers do not invite them as they can create 

further uncertainties.  
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Moreover, in the long term, the high number of events in the calendar may not be in the best interest 

of the event organisers. For example, currently, there are so many events where the top ten teams 

compete. These teams compete at events multiple times a month, which means that it tends to be the 

same matches repeatedly. One could argue that this could potentially cause a future decreasing 

interest of the esport, because one will simply see them two often. Nonetheless, a counter argument 

is that esport keep growing in numbers and in viewers every day with no sign of stagnating in the 

near future. Yet, in response to this notion could be the hypothetical situation of where there was 

Champions League every week throughout the entire year. The viewers would lose interest if there 

were a Champions League winner every second week. However, given that the event organisers do 

not collaborate means that they can sell potential broadcasting rights separately. But could it be 

possible for the event organisers to adopt a structure like the NBA and sell the TV rights 

collectively? With the increasing popularity of esport, together with the fierce competition, it may 

seem unlikely at the moment. 

 

But could a fixed calendar, like observed in Dota 2 be a potential hybrid model between centralising 

at the centre of the game publisher and delegating governance roles. The game publisher will have 

an incentive to fill up the calendar, and the esport organisations would feel that they must 

participate. Yet, given that all of the current events are optional, they can decide not to participate in 

an event if there are event calendar problems. But in this scenario, the HLTV problem of a rank list 

would apply, meaning that esports organizations will have to participate in order to receive the 

points that are so crucial for on going involvement in the esport.   

Possible Improvements 

WESA, which is the result of joint efforts between professional esports teams and ESL, proclaims 

itself as an open and inclusive organisation that will further professionalise esports and bring all 

stakeholders to the discussion table. It has unfortunately not been possible to get a statement from 

WESA but based on the information collected by the interviews of stakeholders involved with 

WESA it is clear that they show signs of democratic processes with two executive board members 

coming from professional teams and two from ESL. Additionally, WESA has also established an 

athlete council, which consists of seven athletes from different professional teams. This shows signs 

of transparency and democratic processes but as Jens Christian Ringdal stated in an interview “I do 

not give any credit to WESA” (J. C. Ringdal, personal communication, April 25. 2018) and Nicolai 
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Petersen sharing the same thoughts, it seems that all their efforts to do “good governance” does not 

translate in reality to actual collaboration with stakeholders and distributing power to the governed 

(N. Petersen, personal communication, April 23. 2018). Some interviewees like Nicolai Petersen 

also indicates concern to the independency of WESA given that it is founded by a single event 

organiser and supported by just a fraction of the professional teams (WESA, 2018).  

 

Similar concerns about IeSF, ESIC and PEA are expressed and therefore none of the associations 

are significantly improving the current governance situation in esport. If they, or other associations 

were to gain legitimacy with stakeholders, by becoming more independent, it could have a potential 

to improve some of the discussed areas. A legitimate and respected association would be able to 

collectively establish esport rules as well as other surrounding rules and regulations in order to 

ensure a stabile environment. This could diminish the uncertainty that different and non-transparent 

rules create and potentially benefit the collective esport scene. Additionally would democratic 

process be a cornerstone to establishing legitimacy in the future esport environment and 

communicating these approaches could potentially create some goodwill in the esport environment 

both internally and externally. The calendar problem would not necessarily be improved because it 

would take time before an association is strong enough to compete with event organisers of the size 

of ESL, Dreamhack etc. where financial incentives are great.  

 

Alternatively is that either game publishers take more responsibility because they are the owners of 

the intellectual property rights to the game concerning the esport. This will potentially not create the 

desired environment for all stakeholders immediately but it will eliminate uncertainties to a high 

degree. If game publishers do not have an interest in esport and creating a better governance 

environment other stakeholders have to collaborate in order to have strongest possible bargaining 

power as a collective. This could potentially be done through players unions across esports or as 

joint across esports. Alternatively a external third party, either consisting of a strong mix of 

stakeholders or independent members, could try to establish a better governance environment.  
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Conclusion 
To answer the problem statement, this thesis has conducted a thorough literature review of esport, 

and several elements of governance. The literature review led a series of research questions that 

needed to investigate prior to answering the problem statement. By adapting a methodology 

developed by Geeraert (2014) and AGGIS to esports, a method of investigating governance in 

esport was created. Using this this checklist, together with a series of interviews, the research 

questions were investigated and later findings was discussed.    

 

Initially, an analysis of the commercialisation of esport was conducted to create an overview of the 

history and development of esport from when it began to now. It showed that the young sport of 

esport have had a rapid development to becoming commercialised. Early, it became clear that 

esport on an international level had skipped the codification phase and partly the stratification phase 

initially and only later on begun to establish the skipped aspects. According to the theory this 

should prove a barrier for esport to enter the next stage of professionalization as well as on to 

commercialisation. This has not been the case given that esport early on became professional and 

began commercialising around the beginning of the twenty first century. Esport seems to be on a 

growth path to increasing its commercialisation aspect even further in the future.  

 

After establishing an overview of esport the thesis turned to investigating how esport is governed. 

Hence an analysis of the structure of the existing international esport associations IeSF, WESA, and 

PEA commenced. It indicated a scattered environment within esport where all three associations 

lack mandate and legitimacy in order for them to work as governing bodies currently and in the 

future. Although an influential event organiser, ESL, have implemented WESA standard it is not 

fully integrated in esport. Therefore all of the mentioned governing associations were discarded as 

governing bodies to be analysed further. The investigation then turned to other stakeholders who 

take the role of governing esport.  

 

Each individual esport was investigated in order to establish who is governing the specific esport 

currently and respectively which role they hold. The governance roles of legislative, judicial and 

executive were all considered in terms of who of event organiser and game publisher held the role 

or if the role was shared. The concluding findings were that there is no clear and sole answer to who 

is governing esports. The game publishers have an important role as they update and maintain the 
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actual game, yet the investigation showed that multiple of them do not take part in actively 

governing the esport. Hence in many cases the event organisers have promoted themselves to taking 

responsibility and holding one or more of the governance roles to ensure good governance.  

 

The next step was to measure the level of good governance and how well game publishers and 

event organisers govern esport. This was done by the modified checklist, which was conducted to 

the best possible fit for esport. The checklist consists of four dimensions, transparency and public 

communication, democratic processes, checks and balances, and solidarity, where each dimension 

has a number of indicators which provides a representation of the level of governance in the certain 

dimensions. The checklist showed aspects within each dimension where the governance of esport 

where better than Olympic international federations for traditional sports and aspects where the 

opposite were a reality. Overall the level of good governance for esport was measured to be low for 

transparency and public communication, very low for democratic processes, fairly good but a bit 

unclear for checks and balances and moderate for the last dimension of solidarity where indicators 

were very fluctuating.  

 

Following the analysis with the checklist a more comparative analysis were the conducted 

interviews were more thoroughly included took place in order to establish main governance 

challenges in esport. It became clear that multiple challenges stem from misalignment of interests 

and therefore agency problems that has developed in multiple directions. Especially the interests of 

game publishers prove important as it is the reason to uncertainty and instability in the environment 

if game publishers have not taken all governance roles. Additionally game publishers’ ownership 

power indicated to be a concern for other stakeholders. Type 1. and type 3. agency problems were 

present. The challenges were communication, transparency of esport rules, competition amongst 

event organisers, and calendar problems.  

 

After identifying challenges in esport governance the focus shifted towards successful esports and 

their level of governance. Three criteria of success for esport was identified as prize money, 

viewers, and athlete earnings and a ranking was given for each criterion and collectively. This part 

of the investigation indicated that centralisation of power and governance is not a indicator for 

esport success. Whereas event organisers commitment to esport seem to have a positive effect on 
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viewers of the esport. Transparency shown no connection to success as well as the calendar 

problem.    

 

Following the investigation a discussion was conducted where interesting areas of the previous 

findings were widened and elaborated. The lack of transparency and standardisation in regards to 

esport rules potentially has the consequence of causing conflicts due to lack of self-regulation, 

consistence and hence legitimacy however the importance can be argued. Additionally integrity, 

stability, and fair competition is vital to sports and enforced by the before mentioned. Democracy 

and communication was later discussed with regards to importance of democratic processes and 

official communication in order to establish a future where all stakeholders know interests and 

strategies. The importance of knowing game publishers interest and strategy in regards to esport 

was in contradictory importance to the interviewed CS:GO athletes. Lastly the calendar problem 

was discussed in terms of the negative and positive effects it potentially can have on the future 

esport environment.  

 

To conclude the interesting areas the thesis attempted to view possible improvements to governance 

in esport to overcome some challenges. In essence, the existing international associations can 

potentially prove effective but only if they gain legitimacy. Without legitimacy they will not be able 

to benefit the esport scene significantly. Alternatively game publishers as the intellectual property 

right owners can take more responsibility or other stakeholders have to collaborate in order to 

establish strongest possible bargaining power to engage with game publishers.    

 

To answer the problem statement of how esport is governed it was discovered that no existing 

governing association was indeed a governing body for esport. The governance of esports was 

conducted by event organisers, game publishers or in collaboration with stakeholders holding 

different governance roles depending on the individual esport. The governance role of the game 

publisher provides strong indicate to the interest in esport.  

 

If governance is an influential element in esport was investigated thoroughly and signs were that 

serious governance issues concerning legitimacy, transparency, democratic processes and 

communication were present. Although they in theory are influential elements and have a negative 

impact on governance, which should reflect harming on the sport it seemed that with esport being 
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the fastest-growing sport these issues were negligible. The interviews with esport stakeholders 

indicated that even though everybody saw problems no measures were being taken by any 

governing body or affiliated entity to prevent the current situation. The growth and the stage where 

esport is located seem to make governance invisible and not influential but this thesis believes that 

time can change this notion. Looking ahead to the situation where the growth of esports begins to 

decrease governance issues will become more apparent and governance will become more 

influential in the esport environment.     
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Appendices 

Appendix 1 – The Checklist for Measing Level of Governance 

Yes = Information was found, No = information was not found 
Transparency & Public Communication 
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Democratic Processes 
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Chekcs and Balances 
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Solidarity 
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Transparency & Public Communication 
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Democratic Procsses 
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Checks and Blances 
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Appendix 2 – Success Criteria Calculations 

 
Esport Prize Money Viewers Earnings 

Dota 2 2526660 1738052 1308131 
CS:GO 649200 816420 296388 
LoL 748868 5450553 254188 
Starcraft 53069 92638 230864 
Call of Duty 221111 22866 148055 
Hearthstone 210079 203172 95725 
Smite 352000 30160 64800 
FIFA18 136666 49406 62270 
Street Figher 106292 103807 56277 
Rocket League 91674 41310 36723 
PUBG 109103 1212899 30521 
Overwatch 181856 394370 24905 
Tekken 7 18666 16283 16538 
 
Top 15 events in terms of prize money in the last year. 
 
Prize Money: Average prize pool in $ for top 15 events 
Viewers: Average viewers per  top 15event 
Earnings: Average yearly earnings of the top 15 athletes 
 
Souces: 
Prize Money & Viewers source: https://esc.watch/  
Earnings source: https://www.esportsearnings.com/ 
 


